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Abstract 

Because of Taiwan and Macau’s own geographic, political and sovereignty 

problems, the living space of religions in Taiwan and Macau was once advantageous 

for Christianity. Some scholars bring up the concept of “Christianization”, and some 

other scholars think some Buddhist sects emulate Christianity and take Christianity as 

a reference to innovate themselves to compete with and face the challenge of 

Christianity. However, if Christianization is an authentic conviction, it can’t explain 

why Christianity has not developed well while Chinese religions become dominant in 

Taiwan and Macau. The lifting of martial law in Taiwan and the 1-2-3 Riot in Macau 

were the turning points of Christianity’s favourable situation, Christianity fails to 

prosper in these two places, and the number of Christians continues to constitute less 

than 10 per cent of the total population. This master thesis will focus on the selected 

religions’ organizational structure, their innovation on doctrine and rituals and their 

propagation strategies, to examine whether the success of Chinese religions is due to 

their glocal-modernization or the adoption of Christianization. FoGuang Shan and Fa-

Yi Chong De of I-Kuan Tao are two religions that have been developing in both Taiwan 

and Macau prosperously. Thus, I select FoGuang Shan and Fa-Yi Chong De of I-Kuan 

Tao for comparison. 

 

Keywords: Glocal-modernization, Christianization, FoGuang Shan (FGS),  

I-Kuan Tao (IKT), Fa-Yi Chong De   
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摘要 

 因為台灣和澳門自身的地理、政治和主權問題，台灣和澳門的宗教生存環

境曾經是對基督宗教相對有利的。一些學者提出了「基督宗教化」的概念，而

另外一些學者認為一些佛教團體以基督宗教作為模仿對象，認為中國宗教為了

面對基督宗教的挑戰會把其作為他們改革自身的參照物。如果這種想法是成立

的，那為何基督宗教並沒有蓬勃發展反而其他的中國宗教在台灣和澳門成為了

主流。台灣戒嚴和澳門的 12.3 事件是基督宗教有利形勢的轉折點，基督宗教無

法在台、澳蓬勃發展而基督徒人數一直在總人口占少於百分之十。為了探討中

國宗教的成功是基於他們的全球在地化抑或是基督宗教化，本文選取佛光山和

一貫道的發一崇德為研究的對象，並聚焦在他們的組織結構、教義、儀式和傳

教方法。 

 

關鍵詞：全球在地現代化，基督宗教化，佛光山，一貫道，發一崇德
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Research Motivation and Background 

Macau's sovereignty is at the edge. People usually put Macau together with Hong 

Kong and or Taiwan when they discuss it. As a city, its culture and voice seem invisible, 

and is in a weak position, it’s commonly known that Macau was a Portuguese colony, 

but it might not know by many people how the development of religions and people’s 

religious life is in Macau. A two and a half hour flight that is the time people need to 

travel from Macau to Taiwan. A strait away, many scholars are researching on the 

religious development within and outside Taiwan; they are not only continually 

tracking and preserving their social culture but also interacting with other nations. As 

a Macau citizen, I choose to research religions in Macau and Taiwan, hoping that my 

work will contribute to the field of religious studies as well as Taiwan and Macau’s 

religious development.   

Many Catholic missionaries came and settled in Macau starting from 1563. 

Therefore, at the end of the 17th century, the total population in Macau was 20500 

and 90% of them were immigrants from China. At that time, 95% of the total 

population in Macau were Catholics.1 Since a massive population fled from China to 

Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan or other East Asian countries after 1949, Taiwan gained 

extra manpower and this manpower which led to an instantaneous growth of church 

members in the Catholic and Protestant church from around ten thousand to thirty 

                                                
1徐牧民神父，《耶穌會士於澳門開教四百週年》，頁 8。 
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thousand. As a result, the baptized population grew from 1.9% in 1956 to 4.5% in 1959. 

The growth rate of Christians was over 200% during this period.2  

Even though Christianity in both Taiwan and Macau had experienced its heyday, 

today Christians only constitute approximately 8 percent (6.53% Protestants and 1.5% 

Catholics)3 and 4 to 7 percent of Taiwan and Macau’s population respectively.4 Why 

Taiwanese and Macau citizens converted to Christianity and changed their religious 

identity is an interesting question (In a later chapter, Iannaccone’s rational choice 

theory and the REST survey will help to explain this question). For the process of 

modernization in China has been an impact of the Western powers and Christianity 

has been taken as a Christian-secular normative model for religions. Religions had to 

take inner-structure rearrangements and take up a more active role in the public 

spheres to remove the label of superstition and conform to Western expectations 

regarding Chinese religious practice and their social engagement. 5 Hence, it is 

necessary that Chinese religions in Taiwan and Macau innovate their organizational 

structure and ways of propagation to recruit members and face the challenge of 

Christianity. Before I discuss the concept of glocal-modernization and Christianization 

of Chinese religions in Taiwan and Macau, let’s have an overview of Taiwan and Macau 

citizens’ religious belief: 

 

                                                
2 Taiwan Missionary Fellowship (Protestant), The Taiwan Christian Yearbook 1960, p. v. 
3 In the Taiwan government’s report, Catholics and Protestants compose 1.5% and 4.5% of the total 
population respectively, the Christians’ population that I write here combines 朱三才牧師 and the 
Taiwan government’s research data.  
朱三才牧師，《2015 年台灣基督教會教勢報告》，頁 1。 
台灣社會變遷基本調查計畫第七期第一次調查計畫執行報告，頁 169。 
4 Presbytrians has about 227,000 members and Catholics has about 300,000 members.  
Cheng-tian Kuo, Religion and Democracy in Taiwan, p. 7. 
5 Vincent Goossaert, David A. Palmer, The Religious Question in Modern China, p. 74.  
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Chart 1- 1 Overview of Taiwanese’ Religious Belief6 (unit: %) 

Religions Numbers of believers 

 2005 (n=2146) 2010 (n=1895) 2015 (n=2034) 

Daoism 13.5 15.7 16.6 

Buddhism 20.9 21.7 19.9 

I-Kuan Tao  1.9 2.0 1.5 

Xuanyuan 0 0.1 0 

Folk religion 41.4 34.2 35.5 

Catholicism 0.6 1.0 1.5 

Protestantism 4.1 3.9 4.5 

Islam 0 0 0.1 

Cih Huei Temple 0 0 0.1 

Others 0.7 0.5 0.3 

No religion 16.8 20.8 19.9 

Don’t know 0 0 0.1 

Data extracted from Taiwan Social Change Survey 2015. 

  

From the data above, it tells that folk religion has been dominant in Taiwan’s 

society. The majority of the Taiwanese are believers of Chinese religions. Although 

numbers of Christians had grown significantly before the lifting of martial law and 

Christianity seems to be a strong competitor in the religious market, and it serves as 

the prototype of “religion”, its development in Taiwan goes downwards and has been 

slow. A similar situation is identifiable in Macau.  

 

 

 

                                                
6 傳仰止，《台灣社會變遷基本調查計畫第七期第一次調查計畫執行報告》，頁 168。 
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Chart 1- 2 Overview of Macau Citizens’ Religious Belief in 1981 and 19917 (unit: %) 

Religions            Total 1981 (n=222525)  1991 (n=355693) 

Catholicism  7.8 (16455) 6.71 (23985) 

Protestant  1.27 (2820) 1.74 (6205) 

Other Christian Denominations 0.06 (123) 

Buddhism  45 (100350) 16.8 (59669) 

Other religions 0.4 (768) 13.9 (49529) 

Non-religious  45.8 (102009) 60.8 (216305) 

The Resource comes from the population Census conducted by Macau DSEC in 

1981 and 1991.8 

 

 Ten years after 1981, Catholicism slightly decreased while Protestantism had a 

small growth. Even Buddhism that is supposed to be the most familiar religion to 

Macau citizens is reporting a significant drop of followers compared with other 

religions. Most religions keep losing their followers, which is indicated by the sharp 

growth of a non-religious population. The percentage of non-religious population 

increased from 45.8 percent to 60.8 percent over these ten years. In 1991, over half 

of the residents claim to be non-religious. 

 

Chart 1- 3 Overview of Macau Citizens’ Religious Belief in 2005, 2007 and 2009 (unit: %) 

Religions Household surveys 

 2005 (n=2060) 2007 (n=2058) 2009 (n=2019) 

Non-religious  55.1 57.0 55.3 

Catholicism 4.9 5.2 4.2 

Protestant  3.2 3.1 4.3 

                                                
7 It’s a pity this is the last investigation about Macau citizens’ religious belief which was done by the 
Governemnt. The other two books 《澳門宗教報告》（2015）and《澳門宗教》（1994）do not provide 
statistic of different religions’ number of followers in Macau. More search about religious development 
in Macau should be done.  
8 澳門統計暨普查局，〈人口普查〉，adopted 14 February 2018. 
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Buddhism & Daoism 19.3 17.1 13.1 

Folk Religions  17.4 17.4 22.8 

Others 0.1 0.3 0.3 

Household Survey Conducted by Victor Zheng and Po-san Wan and Published in 

2010.9 

 Like Taiwan, most of the Macau citizens are immigrants from Guangdong 

province. Even though over 90% of Macau citizens claimed to be Christians at the end 

of the 17th century (Compared to Catholicism, Protestantism succeeded in recruiting 

new members. However, there’s not enough evidence to prove that the growth of 

Protestantism is due to some former Catholics that converted to Protestantism or that 

new immigrants choose Protestantism rather than Catholicism), many of the local 

citizens claim to be non-religious starting from the 20th century, and folk religions 

become the second largest religious belief. As time changes, Christianity became the 

minority in these two places.  

 

1.2 Literature Review  

 This paper aims to discuss whether the innovative changes of FoGuang Shan and 

I-Kuan Tao are the result of glocal-modernization or Christianization. Thus, the 

following works focus on the issue of modernization and globalization respectively.  

The modernization of religions started at the late Qing dynasty as a reaction to 

the Western’s encroachment. In Goossaert and Palmer’s book “The Religious 

Question in Modern China” and Paul R. Katz’s book “Religion in China and Its Modern 

Fate”, they analysis how Chinese elites and lay Buddhist followers propelled changes 

                                                
9 Victor Zheng, Po-san Wan, “Religious Beliefs and Life Experiences of Macao’s Residents”, p. 100.  
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to adapt to and thrive in the modern context. It was not merely the Western’s 

encroachment that pressured the Chinese elites, but also Christians were key players 

in the diffusion of progressive social ideals such as anti-foot-binding movement, 

opposing opium, and the selling of daughters. Officers and traditional elites were 

massively influenced by Western Christian culture, for the field of education had been 

dominated by Christianity.  

In Bellah’s “Epilogue: Religion and Progress in Modern Asia”, his viewpoint on 

modernization is “…modernization is an open-ended, ongoing process ...that Chinese 

society and religions become ‘less’ Chinese but at the same time without losing the 

‘best’ of the indigenous traditions.” 10  In Bellah’s description, the reformation of 

Chinese religions shows their ability to make depth inner-structure rearrangements 

and their “learning capacity” to cope with modern society. What’s more, as Bellah 

points out that instead of choosing Christianity, reformation is usually a more 

attractive and viable alternative for religions. Moreover, in Shi Chue-Ming’s paper 

“Master Hsing Yun Model of ‘Humanistic Buddhism’: A Response to the Age of 

‘Globalization’ and its Related Problems”, she further discusses how FoGuang Shan 

(presented as FGS hereafter) responses to the modern society and achieves glocal-

modernization under the leadership of Master Hsing Yun.  

  Regarding the issue of Christianization, Weller, Goossaert and Palmer discuss 

how Christianity influences and leads to the changes in Chinese religions. In Goossaert 

and Palmer’s point of view, an essential vehicle for the adoption of the Christian-

secular normative model is the national religious association. Religions reform 

                                                
10 Robert Bellah, “Epilogue: Religion and Progress in Modern Asia”, p. 170. 
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themselves in terms of clerical training, community organization, confessional 

identification and social engagement. The Christian-secular normative, rational model 

is so successful that some Buddhist temples organize Sunday Buddhist seminars for 

tonsured Buddhists and seminars for lay Buddhist followers. Thus, modernization took 

place, and Christianity serves as a normative model of a good religion.11During the 

process of glocal-modernization and or Christianization, some religions or missionary 

organizations dream of preaching and converting Europe and America, FGS and I-Kuan 

Tao are two good examples.12 

Robert P. Weller noticed three important changes that occurred in the early 20th 

century that led Chinese religions tried to fit into the model of “religion”. First, the 

attempts to secularize – to remove religious aspects from economic, social and 

political life. The second was the creation of the category of “religion”. The third was 

“the development of large institutionalized religious organizations intended to unify 

diverse religious traditions into structures with which the state could easily interact 

and which could distance themselves from more embedded and traditional practices – 

‘religionization’”. And these eventually developed into China’s five officially 

recognized religions.13  

                                                
11 To contrast with “Christian-secular normative model” which brings up by Goossaert and Palmer, Yao 
and Gombrich support that Buddhism under Taixu and Hsing Yun’s reformation has been 
“Christianized”. 
See Yu-Shuang Yao and Richard Gombrich, “Christianity as Model and Analogue in the Formation of the 
‘Humanistic’ Buddhism of Taixu and Hsing Yun”, pp. 205 – 237.  
12 Vincent Goossaert, David A. Palmer, The Religious Question in Modern China, pp.70, 72, 74. 
康豹，《中國宗教及其現代命運》，頁 101 – 138。 
Joseph B. Tamney, Linda Hsueh-ling Chiang, Modernization, Globalization, and Confucianism in Chinese 
Societies, 2002.  
Don A.Pittman, Toward a Modern Chinese Buddhism: Taixu’s Refomrs, 2001. 
13 Robert P. Weller, “Global Religious Changes and Civil Life in Two Chinese Societies: A Comparison of 
Jiangsu and Taiwan”, p. 15. 
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  For the discussion on whether FGS adopts glocal-modernization or 

Christianization, I rely on scholars and master students’ research. Many scholars 

(Stuart Chandler, Richard Madsen and Jia Jinghua) and graduate students (Yu Xue and 

Lin mei-ling) research on FGS’s expansion since FGS is one of the five largest leading 

Buddhist organizations in Taiwan14. Some of them focus on FGS’ actualization of the 

idea “Buddhism for the human realm” which eyes on the sentient beings living in this 

world here and now, how FGS innovates and re-creates elements and rituals in 

Buddhism to make this ancient wisdom and teaching re-vitalized and to achieve 

modernization and globalization. And some of them (Shuai Jia-Jane, Chen Hsin-Chih 

and Chang Chia-Hao) compare FGS with other leading Buddhist organizations. By living 

almost two years (1996 to 1998) at the FoGuang headquarter in Kaohsiung, Dr Stuart 

Chandler gathers lots of first-hand fieldwork materials and published his book 

“Establishing a pure land on Earth the Foguang Buddhist Perspective on 

modernization and globalization”15 in 2004. As the book’s name puts it, Dr Stuart’s 

work focuses on analyzing FGS’ modernization and globalization in terms of how FGS 

puts “Humanistic Buddhism” into practice through education. FGS has been devoting 

many resources on establishing educational institutions and spreading their true 

dharma. Now FGS’ educational institutions cover all levels which range from 

kindergarten to graduate school. Dr Stuart’s work does not purely discuss the good 

sides of FGS but also provides a critique from his observation, for he was permitted to 

attend meeting and planning sessions to which normally only monastics are invited. 

                                                
14 The other four influential Buddhist organizations in Taiwan are: Tzu Chi, Chung Tai Chan Monastery, 
Dharma Drum Mountain and Ling Jiou Mountain Buddhist Society.  
15  Stuart Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth the Foguang Buddhist Perspective on 
Modernization and Globalization, 2004.  
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In these meetings, he got to know some internal discussions such as whether it is 

necessary to develop a highly educated sangha for elevating Buddhism’s status, and 

how FGS can find new ways to fund its ambitious projects under such tightening fiscal 

conditions while Taiwan’s economy has slowed.16 Furthermore, the innovation of FGS 

also entails the elements of democracy, religious followers’ democratic experience 

within a religious organization will transform their society.17 

 Seeing that there is much research on “Humanistic Buddhism” and Buddhism’s 

growth in Taiwan, a few studies, however, focus on the changes of rituals of Chinese 

Buddhism in Taiwan and some leading Buddhist organizations’ current preaching 

strategies. Yu Xue18 and Shuai Jia-Jane, Chen Hsin-Chih and Chang Chia-Hao’s19work 

focus respectively on FGS’ re-creation of rituals and how Buddhism in Taiwan makes 

use of the internet as “religion online” or “online religion” to get contact with the mass. 

Although offering rituals for the dead can generate high income for the sangha and 

providing the material foundation for the development of Buddhism in Chinese 

society. However, this may lead to the corruption of those monks and the sangha and 

make them lack in spirituality at the same time. In Yu Xue’s case study, Master Hsing 

Yun (星雲 1927 – ) does not attempt to do away the rituals for the dead but to re-

                                                
16 Ibid, pp. 123, 139.  
17 One can refer to Richard Madsen and Cheng-tian Kuo’s publications on religions in Taiwan and 
democracy. Under the governance of Master Hsing Yun, he makes a variety of changes and tries to 
democratize a Buddhist organization’s ruling style. For example, the abbot is elected through an open 
election, there are guidelines that give instructions of how a monk or nun can be promoted and how 
much proportion of monthly wage and donation monks and nuns can get.  
Cheng-tian Kuo, Religion and Democracy in Taiwan, 2008.  
Richard Madsen, Democracy’s Dharma Religious Renaissance and Political Development in Taiwan, 
2007.  
18 Xue Yu, “Re-creation of Rituals in Humanistic Buddhism a Case Study of FGS”. 
19 Jia-Jane Shuai 帥嘉珍, Hsin-Chih Chen 陳杏枝, Chia-Hao Chang 張嘉豪, 〈台灣佛教網站之座會網

絡與呈現初探〉，頁 79 – 100。 
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create these rituals based on the old ones and reinvent specific rituals for the living 

which are known as The Etiquettes and Rules (yizhi 儀制) that cover all aspects of life 

at different ages. Apart from the preaching in real life, online religion has become a 

common phenomenon. In Shuai Jia-Jane, Chen Hsin-Chih and Chang Chia-Hao’s article, 

the statistic which provided by Netvalue20, an internet polling company shows that 

Taiwanese have the highest click rate of religion-related websites (including geomancy 

and fortune telling websites) within South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore. 

Their research covers 25 Buddhist websites wherein FGS’ online service consists of 

praying, blog, Facebook, MP3 download, online videos, web radio, and television 

programs.   

 IKT is another religious organization that is discussed in this thesis. Various books 

and journals discuss IKT from different perspectives. Among all these publications, 

Song Guang-Yu’s book “The Heavenly Way Transmits the Light” is the first and 

foremost book-length publication about IKT. 21  In this book, Song introduces the 

history and lineage of IKT, he unveiled the “secret” of IKT – the three treasures, its 

internal situation and presents a thorough introduction of the IKT branches. As a 

religion originates in China, IKT was ruthlessly suppressed by the Qing dynasty, the 

republican government, the Japanese occupation force, the communist regime, and 

the KMT government in Taiwan before 1987.22 IKT was first banned by the republican 

government in Nanjing in 1946 and was forbidden in 1949 after the KMT government 

retreated to Taiwan for two years. As a syncretic religion which combines 

                                                
20 The latest statistic about Taiwanese online religion survey was released in 2002, since Netvalue this 
company withdrew from the Asia market at 25th November, 2002.  
21 宋光宇，《天道傳燈》。 
22 Ibid, p. 39.   
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Confucianism, Buddhism, Daoism, Christianity, and Islam into one, IKT has about 

1,200,000 members in Taiwan23. Among many branches in IKT, Fa-Yi Chong De is one 

of the largest branches. It runs the most successful mess in Taiwan which targets 

university students, and it’s the only branch that has set a Dao centre in Macau. In Li 

Hui-Chuan’s master thesis,24 she stresses on the mess that runs by Fa-Yi Chong De 

and its relationship with the preaching of the Dao 道 . Additionally, Lo Liang- 

Ping’s25work focuses on the social function of Fa-Yi Chong De’s charity work and its 

liberal arts education in Taiwan. The previous listed book and journals together with 

Chen Jinguo’s26 article, which is about IKT’s development in Macau gives an overview 

of Fa-Yi Chong De’s hard work on promoting the Dao.  

 All of the above-stated research only focuses on one religion, and no study 

utilizes a comparative perspective on the expansion strategies, reformation, and 

innovation of FGS and IKT. Some existing works bring up the idea that Chinese religions 

Christianized themselves. But these research cannot explain whether Christianity is 

successful or not as it is a normative model of religion. Therefore, with an assumption 

that Chinese religions adopt glocal-modernization instead of Christianization, FGS and 

Fa-Yi Chong De of IKT are chosen as two examples. With a focus on their doctrines, 

rituals, organizational structure, and proselytizing strategies, I will examine the 

innovation that they take to achieve glocal-modernization. 

 

                                                
23 Cheng-tian Kuo, Religion and Democracy in Taiwan, pp. 7, 66. 
24 李慧娟，〈一貫道發一祟德道場學生道團之研究 – 以台北學界伙食團與宣教關係為例〉。 
25 羅涼萍，〈一貫道「發一崇德」慈善文教事業之社會功能研究〉。 
26 陳進國，〈一貫道在澳門的傳播與發展 – 以發一崇德的活動為例〉，頁 173 – 188。 
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1.3 Research Methodology 

To observe and compare FGS and Fa-Yi Chong De’s glocal-modernization and or 

Christianization. I utilize three methods: document analysis, comparison, and field 

research. To collect first-hand materials, I visited both Taiwan and Macau’s IKT Buddha 

hall. I have attended an IKT’s two-day dharma assembly in Taiwan on 6, 7th October 

2018, and the Chong De Night which was held on 19th December 2019 by NCCU’s 

Chong De Confucian study club. Moreover, I visited a Fa-Yi Chong De Buddha Hall in 

Macau on 6th September 2018 to gather information on how their development is. In 

addition to participating in IKT’s activity, I also conducted an informal and formal 

interview with IKT members and Master Jiao Ren in FGS Macau Buddhist Center. For 

second-hand materials, I will use publications such as journal articles, thesis, 

newspaper, government’s research and statistic, FGS and Fa-Yi Chong De (I-Kuan 

Tao)’s website and publications (books, shanshu, newspapers and magazines). 
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Framework 

Before I examine whether FGS and IKT’s innovation is a process of glocal-

modernization or Christianization, I shall first define the two terms Christianization 

and glocal-modernization. Thus, I will divide this chapter into three sections. In the 

first section, I will first explain the concept of Christianization. Next, I will introduce a 

theory of glocal-modernization (2.2) and define globalization, modernization and 

localization, after explaining Christianization and providing a theory of glocal-

modernization. The third section will concentrate on the political and religious 

environment in contemporary Taiwan and Macau so that we can look at the bigger 

picture of Taiwan and Macau’s religious environment. 

 

2.1 A Theory of Christianization  

 In the 19th century, Chinese political and intellectual leaders had been extremely 

sensitive to Western’s judgments and analyses regarding Chinese religions.27 During 

that period, when Chinese elites and the Chinese society were facing a national crisis 

and the problem of modernity, Christianity was viewed as an indicator of a modern 

and advanced religion. Although Goossaert and Palmer use the term “Christian-

secular normative model”28 and Weller uses the term “religionization”29, these two 

terms both mean that Christianity is taken as the prototype of religion.  

Under the influence of Western Christianity culture, the Christianization of 

Chinese religion primarily reflects on (a) the state-religion relation, (b) Christianity 

                                                
27 Vincent Goossaert, David A. Palmer, The Religious Question in Modern China, p. 73.  
28 Ibid, p. 74.  
29 Robert P. Weller, “Global Religious Changes and Civeil Life in Two Chinese Societies: A Comparison 
of Jiangsu and Taiwan”, p. 14. 
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serves as the prototype of religion, and people assess Chinese religions through this 

“lens” of religion and (c) Chinese religions’ reform on their institutional structure, 

clerical training, community organizations and social engagement.  

On the state-religion relation aspect, the state provides legal status to religions 

and allows them to establish organizations of clerics and social welfare, temples and 

academics.30 In this way, the state could easily interact with different religions. Both 

Taiwan and Macau Government adopt the religion-related policies of Western nation-

states, putting religions at an either “legal” or “illegal” status . Religious organizations 

in Taiwan and Macau have to register in a related government department and follow 

certain rules. These rules include religious land and building, religion and education 

and religion and medicine etc. To compare these two places, Taiwan has a more 

complex religious legal system than Macau. (See 2.3, a brief introduction of Taiwan 

and Macau) 

 Any discussion on whether Christianity serves as the prototype of religion, leads 

to an analysis of religions through its classics and doctrines. While Buddhism has its 

own sets of classics and tenets and IKT tactfully includes all five major religions’ classics, 

Daoism encountered the challenge of what it teaches and was reshaped based on its 

tenets and its classics. Consequently, the elements that were recognized as 

appropriate by the state became the core of modern Daoism, while the others were 

excluded, deprecated and even destroyed.31 With an attempt to make Daoism fulfil 

the framework of religion and keep up with modernization, some Daoist temples in 

                                                
30 Shu-wei Hsieh, “Daoism and Nationalism in Modern and Contemporary China”, p. 257. 
31 Ibid, p. 257.  
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Taiwan (the Zhinan temple and Dalongdong Baoan temple) and Macau (the Daoist 

Association) organizes courses which teach Daoist classics. In the process of 

Christianization or religionization, some elements in Chinese religion have been 

watered down, classified as part of the “cultural heritage” or labelled as superstition 

(mixin 迷信).32 

Under the influence of Christianity, Chinese religions innovative their 

institutional structure, clerical training, community organizations and social 

engagement. While most Buddhist groups, especially FGS under the leadership of 

Master Hsing Yun, have a more concentrate organizational structure and a leading 

figure, whereas the organizational structure of Daoism and folk religions are less 

concrete. Not being counted into the five major religions, the syncretic religion IKT has 

a clear vertical structure as well. Both FGS and IKT set up a set of promotion guidelines 

in which lay followers are also included. Lay followers are empowered to participate 

in different community organization, and they usually work as volunteers. 

In early periods of Taiwan (before the 19th century) and Macau (16th to 19th 

centuries), Christianity dominated the field of education, and it introduced Western 

medicine. Until the 19th century, Chinese religions start to establish Academies and 

schools in the modern education system to improve the clerics’ educational level and 

to provide an educational opportunity for people. Four of the very influential Buddhist 

organizations and IKT have established educational institutions on different levels (Tzu 

Chi: 2 universities and 2 secondary schools33; FGS: 4 universities and 6 Non-tertiary 

                                                
32 Ibid, p. 257.  
33 慈濟，〈慈濟全球資訊網 持慈濟〉，adopted 29 May 2019. 
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educational institutions34; Chung Tai Chan Monastery: 1 high school and 1 elementary 

school35; Dharma Drum Mountain: 3 tertiary educational institutions36; IKT: 2 tertiary 

educational institutions 37 ). Even Daoist temples (Zhinan temple and Dalongdong 

Baoan Temple established a Daoist college respectively) set up a college for fitting in 

the religion framework, adopting modernization and changing the public’s stereotype 

that Daoists are less educated. Besides educational institutions, Chinese religions 

found hospitals or clinics as well. The uprising of Tzu Chi is because of the hospital that 

it sets up in Hualian in 1986, and it provides disaster relief all over the world. FGS, 

another influential Buddhist organization, provides mobile clinics in the early days and 

hospice-care. While Chinese religions in Taiwan actively engage in the field of 

education and medical service, there’s only one Buddhist Association in Macau that 

provides 30 free clinic quotas a day regularly. 

 Christianity is the first religion to develop student fellowships within schools. It 

sponsors camps as a mean to attract young people. Inspired by Christianity, Chinese 

religions, particularly FGS and IKT, organize a summer camp for students to propagate 

their faith. While FGS organizes one-month spiritual retreat and summer camp for 

students in Taiwan and Macau (See Image 3 – 2), Fa-Yi Chong De of IKT runs the most 

successful mess, and its mess groups for college students cover close to fifty tertiary 

educational institutions in Taipei (See Chart 4 – 9).  

                                                
34 佛光山，〈佛光山全球資訊網〉，adopted 29 May 2019. 
35 中台山佛教基金會，〈中台世界 – 教育體系〉，adopted 29 May 2019. 
36 法鼓山，〈法鼓山全球資訊 – 大學院教育〉，adopted 29 May 2019. 
37 一貫道，〈崇德學院〉，adopted 29 May 2019. 

一貫道，〈天皇學院〉，adopted 29 May 2019. 
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 Even though Christianity experienced its heyday in the early period of Taiwan 

(pre – 1949 and 1949 - 1960) and Macau (from 16th to 19th centuries), and it dominated 

the fields of social welfare and education. Unlike Taiwan, the new religious movement 

and thriving of Chinese religions do not happen in Macau. The scale of religions' social 

engagement and religious goods provided by Chinese religions in Macau cannot 

compare with those in Taiwan. Most of the Chinese religions in Macau do not use  

Christianity as a reference to reform and innovate themselves, only the FGS and IKT 

branches have introduced the Christianized or reformation elements that they inherit 

from their headquarters in Taiwan.  

 

2.2 A Theory of Glocal-modernization 

 The term “Glocal-modernization” 38 looks lengthy, however, for a religion 

to become a global one, localization is unavoidable. With the development of 

communication and transportation technology (technological development is one of 

the five basic components of the modernization process), modern technology 

becomes a religion’s most excellent glocalization assistant power. Thus, globalization, 

localization and modernization have a reciprocal relationship. In the following, I will 

define these three terms in order.  

As the World Health Organization states that globalization is “the increased 

interconnectedness and interdependence of people and countries, is generally 

understood to include two inter-related elements: the opening of international borders 

to increasingly fast flows of goods, services, finance, people and ideas; and the 

                                                
38  The prefix “glocal” combines the two words “globalization” and “localization” .The concept of 
“glocalization” was raised by R. Robertson in 1994.  
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changes in institutions and policies at national and international levels that facilitate 

or promote such flows.”39 Buddhism is one of the religions that has a long and deeply 

shared history with globalization. Not only Buddhism but also other religions, the 

spread and development of religion in early periods was because of the increasing 

urbanization and trade, a religion’s religious teacher, teachings and texts first found 

ways along trade routes.40 A religion must plant its seed in every nation to become a 

global religion, and not just among emigrants from that religions’ countries, but 

among the general populace.41 Both FGS and IKT have set up branches over five 

continents, and they undertake foreign missionary work as well. 

Modernization is a process with no definitive list of characteristics, and it can be 

viewed using long or short time frames. As in Tamney and Chiang Hsueh-Ling’s book, 

they state that “modernization means the process of change from small, traditional 

society to the contemporary world.” 42 In the religious sphere, starting from the 

twentieth century, the focus of modernization has shifted from the intellectuals  

instruct to the religious and educational reform to religions take up the initiative to 

reform and innovate themselves. The modernization of Chinese religions in Chinese 

rhetoric worldview, as Robert Bellah43  pointed out, shall be interpreted as “less 

Chinese” but at the same time without losing the ‘best’ of its indigenous tradition. In 

Tamney and Linda Chiang Hsueh-Ling’s perspective, the modernization theory 

                                                
39 World Health Organization, “Globalization”, adopted 1 June 2019.  
40 Peter D. Hershock, Squaring Freedom with Equity: Challenging the Karma of the Globalization of 
Choice, p. 3.  
41 Stuart Chandler, “Spreading Buddha’s Light: The Internationalization of Foguang Shan”, p. 171. 
42 Joseph B. Tamney and Linda Hsueh-Ling Chiang, Modernization, Globalization, and Confucianism in 
Chinese Societies, p. 7.  
43 Bellah Robert, “Epilogue: Religion and Progress in Modern Asia”, p. 170.  
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predicts that religions are more likely to be successful to the extent that they adjust 

to increasing technological development, social size, structural differentiation, 

cultural fragmentation, and individuation. 44  The modernization of a religion can 

manifest on a religion’s organizational structure, doctrine, rituals and propagation 

strategies. Moreover, Tamney and Chiang Hsueh-Ling states that the fundamental 

change of religions is the new importance of the salvation of individuals.45 While in 

Buddhism, an individual has to cultivate himself/herself to reach enlightenment, IKT 

promotes immediate salvation after a person becomes its full member.  

 In the Cambridge Dictionary, localization is a process of making a product or 

service more suitable for a particular country, area, etc. When a religion propagates 

overseas, a certain degree of adaptation of the local culture must occur. The most 

explicit adaptation is temple architecture. The language of propagation and means of 

proselytizing are essential changes as well. For instance, IKT may not hang images of 

divinity, and just place three lamps and an eight trigramas furnace on its altar46; FGS 

and IKT translate its classics and teaching in the language of the misson field; in 

Western context, meditation is a mean to outread newcomers interested in Buddhism, 

and FGS emphazises less on the recitation of Amitabha.47  

 Therefore, glocal-modernization means a religion’s spread and development in 

another cultural context. During this process, a religion makes adjustments to better 

fit in the local context, and use versatile modernized tools and organizes forms of 

                                                
44 Joseph B. Tamney and Linda Hsueh-Ling Chiang, Modernization, Globalization, and Confucianism in 
Chinese Societies, p. 8.  
45 Ibid, p. 8.  
46 楊弘任，〈綜攝與轉譯：一貫道在英國的行動者網絡分析〉，頁 3。 
47 王彬，〈佛教國際化進程中的佛光山「佛教本土化」實踐〉，頁 247, 248。 
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activities to help its propagation work during the process. After defining these three 

terms, I will provide a theory of glocal-modernization in chart format.  

In the following, it is a summary table of a religion’s glocal-modernization 

changes on its organizational structure, doctrine, rituals and propagation strategies. I 

will give detail discussions on these four aspects about FGS and IKT in Chapter 3 and 

Chapter 4. 

 

Chart 2- 1 Comparison of Traditional and Glocal-modernizational Religions. 

 Traditional  Glocal-modernizational 

Religions 

Organizational 

Structure 

- Religious leader had less 

frequent and direct contact 

with believers. 

- Some privileges were 

particular for religious 

elites.    

- Laities were not included in 

a religion’s organizational 

structure. 

- Religious leader has more 

frequent and direct contact 

with believers. 

- Laities could take part in 

internal affairs.  

- Laities are included in a 

religion’s organizational 

structure.  

Doctrine  - Modifying doctrines to its 

existing environments in 

order to survive.  

 

- Being able to respond to 

religious pluralism.  

- Using uncomplicated 

terminologies.  

- Emphasizing some 

doctrines that are 

acceptable to the local 

people.  

Rituals - Having rituals that help 

people to face 

uncertainties and life 

difficulties.  

- Having rituals that help 

people to face 

uncertainties and life 

difficulties. 
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- Having rituals that link up 

people and the religion 

itself. 

- Having rituals that link up 

people and the religion 

itself. 

Propagation 

Strategies 

- Using Woodblock or 

Presswork.  

- Employing less efficient 

proselytizing tools and 

having an impact on 

limited regions.  

- Proselytizing work mainly 

relies on religious leaders 

and or elites. 

- Using more efficient and 

widespread social media.48 

- Educating local religious 

professionals and laities.  

- Holding activities that can 

cope with modern life and 

local culture.  

- Proselytizing in the local 

language.  

 

 

 

 

  

                                                
48 For further reading, one can refer to: Gregory Price Grieve and Daniel Veidlinger, Buddhism, the 
Internet, and Digital Media: the Pixel in the Lotus.  
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2.3 Political and Religious Environment in Contemporary Taiwan and Macau 

The living space and religious freedom of religions in any nation or area reflect 

the relationship between religions and governmental power. The attitude and policies 

of any government not only can affect people who are religious believers but also 

influence others’ mindset and their presuppositions or expectations towards religions 

and ultimately generate an impact on them. To exist in a favourable ecology is vital to 

a religion’s development. In this case, religions will be able to recruit more new 

members and may receive financial support from the government.  

Even though the religious environment in Taiwan and Macau is an open religious 

market, the statistic of people’s religious belief shows that this is not a sufficient factor 

for religions to compete with each other. Although Christianity was in an 

advantageous situation, people tend to convert to other Chinese religions that they 

are familiar with or become non-religious as time changes. 

 

Religious Environment in Taiwan 

The KMT government took over Taiwan in 1945, after that the religion–state 

relationship divided into three periods: 1945 to 1949, after the civil war and four years 

before the practice of martial law; 1949 to 1987, martial law that lasted for thirty-

eight years; 1987 to present day, post-martial law.  

The first forty years of Taiwan ruling by the Nationalist Party was the “White 

Terror” period. Article 11 of the martial law states that “Any religious activities that 

disturb the public security are under restriction and prohibition”.49Because of the 

Nationalists’ suppression of Communist insurgents, there were as many as 140,000 

                                                
49 Cheng-tian Kuo, Religion and Democracy in Taiwan, p. 11.  
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individuals who were perceived to threaten the Nationalist ideology. As a result, they 

were imprisoned, tortured or worse.50 The Nationalist party restricted some religious 

leaders from travelling abroad, including President Chiang Kai-shek’s 蔣介石 court 

pastor Rev. Zhou Lian-hua 周連華 and put more severe offenders in jail without the 

protection of due process of law.51 Hsing Yun, the founder of FGS and a Buddhist 

master, was suspected of being a communist’s spy and sentenced to jail for several 

weeks. IKT originated in China had been under political suppression by the Qing 

dynasty, the republican government, the Japanese occupation force, the communist 

regime, and the KMT government in Taiwan before 1987 and was labelled as an “evil 

cult” (xiejiao 邪教). 

Taiwan’s political and religious environment underwent a gradual liberalization 

in the 1980s. The United States derecognized Taiwan in 1978, and Taiwan’s supreme 

leader’s health was deteriorating, the martial law lifted in 1987. The revised law on 

the Organization of Civic Groups (renmin tuanti zuzhifa 人民團體自治法) and the 

Law on Assembly and Parade (jihui youxingfa 集 會 遊 行 法 ) which guarantee 

Taiwanese the same freedom of association and movement as citizens in other 

democratic countries led the prosperity of “new religions”, and religious freedom was 

maximized.52 In addition to these two laws, Taiwan Government sets up regulations 

on religious land and building, religion and education, religion and medicine and 

religion and funeral which is more detail than Macau’s religious law.53  

                                                
50 蘇慕理，〈基督教宣教士和台灣國民政府早期的政治意圖〉，頁 152。 
51 Cheng-tian Kuo, Religion and Democracy in Taiwan, p. 11. 
52 Ibid, p. 12.  
53 Taiwan’s religious legal system is more detailed than Macau’s, one can refer to Qian Tiezheng’s M.A. 
thesis: “A Comparative Study of Taiwan Religious Legal System and Japan Religious Corporations Act 
Registration, Real Property Regulation and Financual System”.  
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Today, religions in Taiwan do not have to worry about political suppression. On 

the contrary, legislation candidates seek to gain support from these influential 

religious groups if possible, as FGS has about 1,000,000 members and IKT has around 

1,200,000 members in Taiwan.54  

 

Religious Environment in Macau 

While the policies and strategies of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) on 

religious issues aim to eliminate religions in China in the long run55, Macau enjoys a 

semi-free religious environment (I say semi-free here because the Macau Basic Law 

guarantees residents’ religious freedom. However, the pro-China power takes the 

upper hand since the 12-3 incident in 1966. There’s some hidden culture or norms in 

the religious sphere for sure.) or one could say religions in Macau enjoy maximum 

freedom by looking at the religious freedom policies solely. Since Catholicism is the 

national religion of Portugal, and Portugal has been trying to keep a mild relationship 

with China, before the handover of Macau in 1999, the Sino-Portuguese formed a 

consensus regarding the preservation of Portuguese’s language, culture, and religion. 

Therefore, the Portuguese took a pro-China political stance before and after Macau’s 

handover, and the unique sociopolitical factors of Macau makes China at ease about 

                                                
54 Ibid, p. 7.  
55 In “Guan yo wo guo she hui zhu yi shi qi zong jiao wen ti de ji ben guan dian he ji ben zheng ce” 關

於我國社會主義時期宗教問題的基本觀點和基本政策 (Document No.19) which was published by 
the Chinese Government in 1982. Chinese Government has admitted that “to eliminate religions in 
China in the long run” this aim is unrealistic, and it starts to consider religions as a tool to assist China’s 
development, and religions can help to provide social welfares.  
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the religious freedom that Macau’s now having.56 The Macau Basic Law Article34, 128, 

and 134 state that: 

 

<Article 34> Macao residents shall have freedom of conscience. Macao residents shall 

have freedom of religious belief and freedom to preach, conduct and participate in 

religious activities in public. 

 

<Article 128> The Government of the Macao Special Administrative Region, consistent 

with the principle of religious freedom, shall not interfere in the internal affairs of 

religious organizations or in the efforts of religious organizations and believers in 

Macao to maintain and develop relations with their counterparts outside Macao, or 

restrict religious activities which do not contravene the laws of the Region. Religious 

organizations may run seminaries and other schools, hospitals and welfare institutions 

and to provide other social services. Schools run by religious organizations may 

continue to provide religious education, including courses in religion. Religious 

organizations shall enjoy the rights to acquire, use, dispose of and inherit property and 

the right to receive donations. The law protects residents' property rights and interests. 

 

<Article 134> Non-governmental organizations in fields such as education, science, 

technology, culture, news media, publication, sports, recreation, the professions, 

medicine and health, labour, women, youth, returned overseas nationals, social 

                                                
56 Beatrice Leung, “The Portuguese Appeasement Policy in Macau’s Church and State Relations”, pp. 
383, 385. 
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welfare and social work, as well as religious organizations in the Macao Special 

Administrative Region, may maintain and develop relations with their counterparts in 

foreign countries and regions and with relevant international organizations. They may, 

as required, use the name "Macao, China" in the related activities.57  

  

 Although people in Taiwan and Macau enjoy religious freedom, and the 

immigrants of these two places are mainly from China’s coastal provinces of Fujian 

and Guangdong, their demand towards religions as “goods” are very different. New 

religious movements in Macau are not as prosperous as it is in Taiwan.  

According to the Ministry of Interior, in the early 1960s, the numbers of temples 

in Taiwan was estimated to be around 3600, and the number of churches was about 

1,500. During the 1970s, there was a considerable growth in the number of temples, 

and by 1980, the number was over 6,000, and the number of churches also doubled 

during the same period.58 The remarkable growth of temples and churches in Taiwan 

reflect people’s religious demand and the religious market’s supply. While only 15.4% 

of the Taiwanese population claim to be unaffiliated to any religion,59 over half of the 

Macau residents claim to be non-religious (55.3%) in a 2009’s household survey.60Not 

only did half of the population claimed to be non-religious, but the number of 

churches and temples in Macau also did not grow after 1996. Within the twenty 

churches and over forty temples, the most recent church constructed in 1996 and 

                                                
57 澳門特別行政區基本法，“The Basic Law of the Macao Special Administrative Region of the People’s 
Republic of China”, adopted 17 February 2018.    
58 Yen-zen Tsai, Religious Experience in Contemporary Taiwan and China, p. 38.  
59 Yen-zen Tsai, Religious Experience in Contemporary Taiwan and China, p. 19. 
60 Victor Zheng, Po-san Wan, “Religious Beliefs and Life Experiences of Macao’s Residents”, p. 100. 
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there is no newly built temple. The low demand for religions leads to a decline or 

stagnation of religions in Macau. In “Religious Experience in Contemporary Taiwan 

and China” which is edited by Tsai Yen-zen, the religious experience survey in Taiwan 

(REST) finds out that those Taiwanese who claimed to have had no religious affiliation 

in the past, if they decide to convert to a religion, they tend to become followers of 

traditional Chinese religions.61This finding may help to explain why only Buddhism and 

Daoism (13.1%) and Folk religions (22.8%) have considerably more followers than 

Christianity (Catholicism 4.2%, Protestantism 4.3%). 62 One could assume that the 

identity for those who claimed to be non-religious is fluid and people would change 

their religious identity as they go through different stages of life and make choice base 

on their accumulated religious capital.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                
61 Yen-zen Tsai, Religious Experience in Contemporary Taiwan and China, p. 19. 
62 Victor Zheng, Po-san Wan, “Religious Beliefs and Life Experiences of Macao’s Residents”, p. 100. 
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Chapter 3. Glocal-modernization of FGS in Taiwan and Macau  

Master Hsing Yun is the founder of FGS. Although he only encountered Ven. Taixu 

in person once, he agrees with Taixu’s innovative thoughts towards Buddhism. The 

first section of this chapter will talk about how Ven. Taixu set the tone of Buddhist 

reformation. After a short review of how Ven. Taixu influenced Master Hsing Yun, the 

following sections (from 3.2 to 3.5) will focus on the four aspects that Master Hsing 

Yun thinks modernized Buddhism should cover, and FGS’ development, its 

organizational structure, doctrine and rituals and its proselytizing strategies in Taiwan.  

Since Master Hsing Yun established FGS in 1967 and made Taiwan its 

headquarter, FGS started to propagate the Buddhist dharma in other nations in 1976, 

and it set up its first Buddhist centre (FGSMBC) in Macau in 1995. Being limited by the 

size of Macau’s religious market and the social environment (Macau is smaller than 

the Neihu District in Taipei City, and over 60% of the residents’ work requires them to 

work in shifts), FGS’ propagation and outreach in social work in Macau are not as 

versatile as in Taiwan. FGS in Macau has a slow but steady growth, and sections 3.6 to 

3.8 will concentrate on its development, organizational structure, and proselytizing 

strategies in Macau. 

 

3.1 From Ven. Taixu to Master Hsing Yun 

 During Taixu’s (1890 – 1947) lifetime, Chinese people experienced the end of 

dynastic rule and the beginning of the Republican Era. In parallel with the political 

revolution and the recreation of a “new people”, Taixu called for a “Buddhist 

revolution” and the creation of “new monks”. With his great envision to modernize 
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Chinese Buddhism, Taixu never used “new” in any popular sense of the term (refers 

to the time of the early Republican Era and the Chinese intellectuals at that time, i.e., 

to mean “western”, “foreign” or “anti-traditional”). Instead, he claimed, a reformer 

always intended “new” in the sense of the true, original essence of Chinese Buddhism, 

which needs to be rediscovered.63 In Taixu’s twenties, he had affirmed why Buddhism 

failed to remain a vital force in modern China: it was due to the sangha’s focus on 

otherworldliness and the tendency of Buddhists to hold onto the externals of their 

religion without understanding its essence. Ven. Taixu believed that a modern form of 

Buddhism would be the key not only to the salvation of China but also to the 

emergence of a just and peaceful global civilization. He introduced a reorganization of 

the sangha through a large structure: education, economic reforms, called for closer 

ties between the monastic and lay communities and proposed a new measure of 

cooperation in global mission.  

Taixu had always thought about how he could reform Chinese Buddhism, and he 

had put his thoughts into practice, for example, he set up Japanese, Bali and Sanskrit 

Buddhist Academies, Buddhist Academies for women, encouraged his lay followers to 

provide medical care for the poor. Although endeavours and the Chinese situation at 

that time might not always be advantageous and he had had doubts about Buddhism’s 

ability to be an effective and universal healing force, he confidently proclaimed that 

Buddhism would be an Asian gift to the rest of the world.64  

                                                
63 Don A. Pittman, Toward a Modern Chinese Buddhism: Taixu’s Reforms, p. 89.  
64 Ibid, pp. 89 – 90.  
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The founding of the Bodhi society in Shanghai, in August 1918 constituted the 

beginning of Taixu’s new Buddhist movement. To revitalize Buddhism in the twentieth 

century through educational modernization, social service, and international 

cooperation, Taixu had set up different monastic educational institutions. He founded 

and directed other monastic schools, such as the Wuchang Buddhist Institute in 1922, 

the seminary in Beijing at the Bolin Si which specialized in English-language studies, 

functioned only for the 1930 – 1931 academic year.65Taixu’s important South Fujian 

Seminary in Xiamen which specialized in Japanese-language study functioned from 

1925 to 1939. His seminary in Chongqing, Sichuan which specialized in Tibetan studies 

was in operation from 1932 to 1949. And in Xian, Shannxi, the academy that he 

established at Daxingshan Si, specializing in Pali studies, functioned for only a short 

period after its founding in 1945.66  

Taixu with his seminarians and lay supporters actively participated in social 

service, his students would usher people in need for health care to his lay disciples 

who provided free treatment and medicine, and Taixu had helped his two disciples to 

establish a modern school for children and a welfare program for the diseased, 

destitute and jobless. Being inspired by Taixu’s reform and lectures, lay devotees 

established the Right Faith Buddhist Society of Hankou, which claimed a membership 

of thirty thousand by 1933. It became one of the most socially active lay Buddhist 

associations in China. In accord with Taixu’s emphasis on social responsibility, the 

society operated a clinic that provided freed medical treatment for the poor. He also 

                                                
65 Students were required to work in Buddhist studies, languages and other secular subjects such as 
history, literature and psychology as well.  
Ibid, p. 97.  
66 Don A. Pittman, Toward a Modern Chinese Buddhism: Taixu’s Reforms, p. 99.  
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administrated a free primary school for children of low-income families, donated 

coffins to families who could not afford them, funded a non-Buddhist social service 

agency that helped indigent widows, distributed food to needy families on holidays, 

served meals in fire catastrophes and rescued people and animals in flood crises. In 

the early 1920s, Taixu also initiated a new program of Buddhist visitation to prisons.67 

Although Master Hsing Yun has encountered Ven. Taixu only once in person in 

1946, he expresses that Ven. Taixu is a master that he wants to follow, and he 

profundly agrees with Taixu’s innovative thoughts toward Buddhism.  

 

3.2 FGS’ Development in Taiwan 

After the lifting of martial law and the economic growth of Taiwan, Buddhist sects 

found room to develop themselves and to revitalize Buddhist teaching. FGS, Tzu Chi, 

Dharma Drum Mountain, and Chung Tai Chan Monastery are the four very 

representatives Buddhist groups in Taiwan, and they try to rationalize Buddhist 

practices. As many Taiwanese are immigrants from the coastal provinces Guangdong 

and Fujian, Buddha and their ancestors are the most frequently experienced 

extraordinary powers by people in Taiwan and people are considerably affected by 

Buddhist thought and values. Buddhism is one of the main religious beliefs and 

consumers’ need for “Buddhism” is reflected by the growing numbers of Buddhist 

temples. According to the Ministry of the Interior, the number of registered Buddhist 

temples were 2308 in December 2008, and the number of registered Buddhist 

                                                
67 Ibid, pp. 61 – 63, 71, 81, 102 – 103.     
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temples has increased 24.17% compared with data from December 1998.68 People’s 

religious capital has a positive correlation with Buddhism, and Master Hsing Yun has 

been putting considerable effort into modernizing FGS. Master Hsing Yun established 

FGS in 1967, and it has over a million members and its members claim to be one of 

the largest voluntary organizations in the world.69 

Master Hsing Yun fled to Taiwan in 1949 and established FGS in 1967 intending 

to promote Buddhism for the human realm. The establishment of FGS and Master 

Hsing Yun’s propagation strategies are not merely taking Christianity as a reference to 

innovate Buddhism. Instead, Master Hsing Yun as a successor of the idea of 

“Humanistic Buddhism” is a reformist, and he seeks changes in Buddhist soteriology 

and modernism. In Master Hsing Yun’s article, he proposes the modernization of 

Buddhism should cover the following four aspects. They are “…language-

modernization (xiandai yuwenhua 現代語文化), technology-modernization (xiandai 

kejihua 現代科技化), life-modernization (sheng huo xian dai hua 生活現代化) and 

schooling-modernization (xian dai xue xiao hua 現代學校化).”70He puts forward that 

“…should propagate Buddhist dharma in different languages, language is the bridge 

for communicating, [we] emphasize English, Japanese, Korean, German, Portuguese, 

Spanish… etc…. Buddhism will be accepted and known by more people.”, “… Buddhism 

needs to achieve modernization, using the projector, television, computer, internet, 

and even online teaching, these could facilitate the spread of Buddhist dharma”, “… 

most of the modern temples, they don’t just build a Buddha hall or dedicate to a 

                                                
68 Yen-zen Tsai, Religious Experience in Contemporary Taiwan and China, pp.32, 62 
69 Richard Madsen, Democracy’s Dharma Religious Renaissance and Political Development in Taiwan, 
p. 51. 
70 佛光山開山釋星雲大師，〈佛教的理念 佛教現代化〉，adopted 24 May 2019.  
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Buddha statue only, they start to build lecturer halls, classrooms, and libraries. 

Temples should preserve their traditional institution and have the function of school 

education.” 71  Reformation, secularization, laicization and interfaith cooperation 

together with modernism are the five characteristics that pertain to humanistic 

Buddhism.72 

Hsing Yun has been trying to propagate Buddha dharma in different ways and 

with various tools. In the early days, Hsing Yun spread Buddha dharma through 

presswork and broadcast. These two ways were the most useful information 

transmitting means at that time. He set up the first Buddhist youth choir in 1954 which 

is a first for Buddhism in Taiwan and hosts itinerant preaching ceremonies and has 

performed in Asia, America, Europe, and Australia to promote Buddhist music.73 To 

cultivate Buddhists talents, he established sixteen Buddhist Academies and five 

universities within and outside Taiwan in the years after 1964. 74 “To propagate 

Buddhist teachings through cultural activities; to nurture talents through education; 

to benefit the societies through charitable programs; to purify human hearts and 

minds through Buddhist practice” 以文化弘揚佛法，以教育培養人才，以慈善福利

社會，以共修淨化人心75 are the beliefs of Master Hsing Yun. 

 

 

 

                                                
71 Ibid.  
72 Stuart Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth The Foguang Buddhist Perspective on  
Modernization and Globalization, p. 80.  
73 金小方，〈星雲大師人間佛教傳教方式的特色〉，頁 241。 
74 林美鈴，〈佛教慈善事業之發展 – 佛光山慈悲基金會等個案研究〉，頁 60。 
75 Fo Guang Shan Monastry, Fo Guang Shan Monastery Worldwide Web, adopted 14 January 2018 
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Chart 3- 1 Social Welfares and Philanthropies Provided by FGS76 

Source: 佛光山全球資訊網 

Non-tertiary 

educational 

institutions 

Universities Buddha Museum Monastery center 

(for the sangha 

and laypeople) 

6 4 1 6 

Cultural and Art philanthropy Community 

Universities 

 

21 (including 1 TV 

channel, 2 

magazines) 

3 (providing 

elderly & child 

care) 

16  

FGS establishes a variety of organizations, ranging from educational institutions to 

cultural and art and social welfares.  

 

3.3 The Organizational Structure of FGS in Taiwan 

What Chinese Buddhism lacked first and foremost was organization and efficient 

administration. 77 In Catholicism, the Pope is the head of the whole hierarchical 

religious structure, Master Hsing Yun approves and disapproves the Pope at the same 

time in terms of his role and governmental power, for he introduces democratic 

elements into the sangha. “The election of the abbot is democratized by Master Hsing 

Yun. Not only were the elections held more frequently, but younger clergies were also 

elected.”78  

Additionally, “monks and nuns need to take turns and work in different posts to 

avoid them come together and form cliques. FGS reviews monks and nuns’ positions 

                                                
76 佛光山，〈佛光山全球資訊網〉，adopted 14 January 2018. 
77 Yu-Shuang Yao and Richard Gombrich, “Christianity as Model and Analogue in the Formation of the 
‘Humanistic’ Buddhism of Taixu and Hsing Yun”, p. 206.  
78 Cheng-tian Kuo, Religion and Democracy in Taiwan, p. 23.  
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annually, and it ranks monasteries according to five categories: purifier, learner, 

cultivator, teacher, and master. The first four of these are subdivided into grades: six 

grades within the ranks of purifier and learner and three grades within the ranks of 

cultivator and teacher. Each year, all monastics are evaluated to determine what 

promotion they should receive; the evaluation includes their education level, seniority, 

work experience, and special skills. Since there is no set standard by which to gauge a 

person’s work experience, contribution, personality, and achievements, therefore 

Master Hsing Yun will typically be called in by the lamp Transmission Committee to 

determine the person’s rank.”79  

Furthermore, Master Hsing Yun sets up guidelines of monasteries receive a 

monetary gift. This system differs in comparison to Catholic clerics who receive fixed 

salaries, Chinese Buddhists usually cannot accept money and do not have fixed 

salaries. “It is unique that every monk and nun receives a ‘small monthly wage’ and 

the amount depends on an individual’s rank and post. The FGS Newsletter (issue no. 

417) gives guidelines for receiving monetary gifts: amount up to NT$ 2,000 can be kept 

by monastics; of amounts from NT $2,000 to NT 4,000, NT $2,000 can be kept by 

monastics, the rest goes to the monastery; of costs over NT 4,000, half can be saved 

by monastics, the other half goes to the monastery. In Master Hsing Yun view, all the 

disciples are one family, and if they need money, the temple provides it.”80 

The innovative managerial changes not only apply to his sangha but also includes 

his lay followers. Following the establishment of the Buddha’s Light International 

                                                
79  Stuart Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth The Foguang Buddhist Perspective on 
Modernization and Globalization, p. 203.  
80 Ibid, p. 172. 
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Association (BLIA) in 1991, laities can take up a more active role in managing 

association affairs which include delivering sermons. There are four subcategories of 

lay followers: BLIA member (foguangren huiyuan 佛 光 人 會 員 ); benefactor 

(gongdezhu huiyuan 功德主會員); dharma-protector devotee member (hufa xintu 

huiyuan 護法信徒會員) and general devotee member (yiban xintu huiyuan 一般信

徒會員).81 Moreover, at the request of followers who lived abroad, Master Hsing Yun 

expanded the scope of FGS to make it become an international and cross-national 

Buddhism organization. The headquarter of FGS moved from Taipei to Los Angeles 

and the expansion of BLIA (Buddha’s Light International Association R.O.C) in 1997 

which includes hundreds of thousands of members. FGS organizes 110 regional 

headquarters (zonghui 中會) and chapters (xinghui 行會) worldwide: 33 in Asia; 8 in 

the Pacific (Australia, New Zealand, and Papua New Guinea); 25 in North America; 5 

in Central America; 7 in South America; 22 in Europe; and 10 in Africa.82One can 

become a Lay Dharma Teacher and Lecturer and may deliver sermons in BLIA member 

temples after he or she passed the Lay Dharma Teacher/ Lecturer system. This 

privilege was exclusive for tonsured Buddhists in the past.83 Master Hsing Yun set up 

the membership system for the lay followers, and he deprecates certain folk religion’s 

customs, he still shows his tolerance of folk religion. As he has said: “Folk religions are 

based on desire… Therefore, their starting point [the laities] is desire. We should 

establish our beliefs and actions based on giving all things to others. Religious belief 

implies devotion, sacrifice and altruism.” 

                                                
81 Ibid, p. 192.  
82 Ibid, p. 192.  
83 Cheng-tian Kuo, Religion and Democracy in Taiwan, p. 24.  
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3.4 FGS’ Doctrine and Rituals  

As religions encounter challenges of modern times, they inevitably need to re-

appropriate and redefine the discourse of modernity in their new term. Master Hsing 

Yun gives a response to equality, wealth and presents a spirit of life.  

In an article of Master Hsing Yun’s journal Renjianfojiao huigui fotuo benhuai 人

間佛教回歸佛陀本懷
84, he tries to give a more this-worldly85 interpretation of the 

dharma to break down the boundaries between the monastery and general society. 

Master Hsing Yun has been giving sustained attention to equality and democracy. He 

wrote in his article that “…after the Buddha was enlightened. He soon claimed that all 

the sentient beings are equal and have the Buddha nature.” Therefore, Master Hsing 

Yun points out that the innate equality concept in Buddhism exists long before 

Western political and social thinkers proposed this position.  

As Buddhism is for the human realm, Master Hsing Yun expresses his view of 

money and having a joyful life. To Master Hsing Yun, Buddhism is a wealthy, joyful and 

fortunate religion, as he wrote: “…the Buddha’s teaching aims to bring joyfulness and 

felicity to the human realm”86. He further said that “wealth is not a bad thing if the 

                                                
84 星雲大師，〈佛教回歸佛陀本懷一、總說〉，頁 11。 
85 To Master Hsing Yun, the existence of Buddhism is for the human realm. Because of the Buddha’s 
mercy, and he sought ways to help the sentient beings to free themselves from samsara, he formed 
Buddhism. All the Buddha dharmas that were revealed by the Buddha help lay people to solve their 
problems in the human realm (renjian 人間).  
星雲大師，〈佛教回歸佛陀本懷一、總說〉，頁 9 – 10。 
The concept of “secularization” is closely related to the western context instead of Chinese religions in 
the Chinese context. Some scholars predict that as society develops, secularization will take place, 
religions will decline and become a matter of the private sphere. But this is not always the case. In Tang 
Zhongmao‘s article, he proposes that the so-called secularization of Buddhism is the process of 
Buddhism socialization. Buddhism doesn’t lose its holiness but concerns more this-worldly problems. 
Zhongmao Tang, “An Analysis of the Issue of Secularization in the Development of Humanistic 
Buddhism”, pp. 774, 776.  
For further reading about secularization, see Shiner Larry, “The Concept of Secularization in Empirical 
Research”. 
86 星雲大師，〈佛教回歸佛陀本懷一、總說〉，頁 10。 
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giver and receiver can make use of it properly, and Buddhism should value this income 

for establishing a pure land on earth.”87In this way, Master Hsing Yun affirms the value 

of wealth and donation to the monasteries, “to offer others confidence, joy, hope and 

convenience” are the guidelines of the BLIA.   

In terms of doctrines, Master Hsing Yun presents a spirit or rules of life for all 

people rather than principles of FGS. Master Hsing Yun divides the religious disciplines 

into social, daily life, human resource, interpersonal communication, human and 

nature, international issue, education, and religious belief. Each of these eight 

categories has ten rules. Some of these rules show Hsing Yun’s concern of human right, 

for sentient beings live on this planet as a unity and the ways to live in harmony with 

others. For example:  

“To avoid disturbing the others, we should speak softly when we are chatting with 

families, enjoying movies or listening to music. (From ten rules of daily life)” 

“Employers should treat their employees equally.They should not abuse and 

exploit labours. (From ten rules of human resource)”  

“We should give a hand when other nations have a disaster. (From ten rules of 

international issue)”88 

Also, Master Hsing Yun not only gives a more this-worldly interpretation over 

some discourses, but he also recreates Buddhist rituals for people. In the past, those 

Monks on call (yingfuseng 應赴僧) gained rich income by performing rituals for the 

dead. As a result, the funeral rituals and monks gradually became commercialized, the 

                                                
87 星雲大師，〈人間佛教語錄 – 生活應用篇 經濟觀〉，adopted 23 November 2018. 
88 簡逸光，〈佛光山星雲大師「人間佛教」的精神〉，頁 921 – 922。 
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monks cared less about the Buddhist doctrines and were deficient in spiritual 

cultivation until the reformation of Buddhism.89 However, this doesn’t mean that 

performing rituals for the dead have to be cast away. They are still an important part 

of serving the living, helping the dead and generating income for the sangha. “Instead 

of doing away with these rituals, Master Hsing Yun re-creates the rituals for the dead 

which comprises nine steps that both monastics and the relatives of the dead have to 

perform. Parts of the rituals are performed at the mourning site with the rationale that 

the rituals should be benefiting the living, leading the living and the dying person to 

focus on reciting the name of Amitabha Buddha to ease their mind and focus their 

contemplation on the Pure Land.” 90 To revitalize the sacredness of rituals and 

solemnizing ritual performance, Master Hsing Yun not only re-creates the routine for 

the dead but also compiles or writes “The Etiquettes and Rules” (yizhi 儀制) which 

include all aspects of life at different ages. The invention of “The Etiquettes and Rules” 

helps FGS to blend Buddhism in people’s lives and continue the connection between 

religious ritual and people’s stages of life. To embed Buddhism into modern society 

and the life of the laity, FGS provides Buddhist rituals such as prenatal education, 

name giving, the one-month ceremony, name registration in the Dharma, the first day 

of school and paying respect to ancestors and a rite to welcome persons turn to 

adulthood.91 As Master Hsing Yun has stated that “…humanistic Buddhism should 

have rituals that guide people’s lives in different stages, from people’s birth, attending 

                                                
89 Xue Yu, “Re-Creation of Rituals in Humanistic Buddhism A Case Study of FGS”, pp. 353 – 354.  
90 Ibid, p. 357.  
91 Ibid, p. 359. 
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school, entering adulthood, marriage92, starting a business, or even when people grow 

old, get sick and pass away.”93  

 

3.5 FGS’ Proselytizing Efforts in Taiwan 

The development of FGS, it’s organization and propagation methods are similar 

to the roots of a tree which spread far and wide, absorbing nutrition to nourish itself 

and returning what it receives to the public. In comparison with Christians in the 

United States and Europe who are enthusiastic in their social activities, Chinese 

Buddhism and other religions fall far behind them. To modernize and vitalize Chinese 

Buddhism, Master Hsing Yun innovates new methods of propagation of Buddhism and 

develops FGS into a religious complex which provides different social welfare services 

to all sentient beings. FGS has a comprehensive educational network for people of 

different age groups. It includes kindergartens, primary schools, Buddhist Academies, 

college/ university and community college. Concerning philanthropy, FGS has an FGS 

compassion foundation and a care centre for the elderly. For proselytizing, radio, 

television, presswork and internet are all tools FGS utilizes to propagate their Buddha 

dharma. Moreover, for promoting culture and arts, FGS has an FGS Art Gallery in New 

Zealand (built: 2006) and a Gandha Samudra Travel Service company. The travel 

service company primarily organizes trips to India, Thailand, Korea, and the Silk Road.  

                                                
92 Marriage is holy, and every married couple should take it seriously. While Christians see marriage as 
holy and joined by God, Buddhists do not see the Buddha joins the marriage and think that even though 
one of the couples is not a Buddhist, they should respect each other’s religious belief. 
93 星雲大師，〈人間佛教回師佛陀本懷 一、總說〉，頁 26。 
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To spread Buddha dharma through the World Wide Web, FGS’s Buddhist 

Electronic Texts can openly be accessed online.94 During the modernization process, 

FGS has achieved many “the first” in Taiwan, such as the first Buddhist Youth choir 

(1954), the first Buddhist television - Beautiful Life Television (founded in 1997, was 

named FoGuang television then changed to Beautiful Life Television in 2000), the first 

Buddhist newspaper - The Merit Times (2000), and the first Buddha Museum (2011).  

FGS is almost identical to a department store that fills with various religious 

products, and, as a result, merges in people’s life from different standpoints. Since 

FGS has versatile preaching strategies, I do not intend to cover all of them but only to 

highlight some of these innovations that Master Hsing Yun has achieved. 

 

Promoting Buddha Dharma Through Mass Media, Presswork, and Social 

Network 

In the early days (before mobile phones and computer have become popular 

products in people’s lives and reading news online has become an upward trend), 

people primarily received information from mass media such as television, radio, and 

presswork. Master Hsing Yun started to write manuscripts and passages of Buddha 

dharma and published them in Buddhist magazines or broadcasted them via radio. He 

had been the editor of three magazines: rensheng yuekan 人生月刊, jueshi xunkan 覺

世旬刊 and jinri fojiao 今日佛教. Apart from magazines, FGS also publishes a daily 

newspaper called ‘Merit Times’ (renjian fubao 人間福報) and a monthly magazine 

‘Universal Gate’ (pumen 普門). While the Universal Gate is designed to be more 

                                                
94 佛光山，〈佛光山全球資訊網〉，adopted 19 November 2018.  
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literary and scholarly, the Merit times emphasizes positive events in society, current 

events in the Buddhist world, FGS’ most recent updates and includes recipes for 

vegetarian dishes and advice for self-cultivation. 

Besides Buddhist magazines and newspapers, FGS has an extensive publication 

corpus of sutras, commentaries, histories, and reference material. FGS completed the 

first Buddhist encyclopedia in modern Chinese in 1988 and issued it on a CD-ROM nine 

years later.   

Being an ambitious monk, Hsing Yun sought a way to propagate Buddhism other 

than presswork. He started a Buddhist TV program that eventually developed into the 

Beautiful Life Television. “FGS launched its satellite television station in 1998, and its 

television station allows the monastery a regular venue to air its productions and keep 

devotees apprised of its activities.”95 The set-up of the Beautiful Life Television was 

not easy. Starting from 1962, Taiwan had its own Television Station and it aired a 

Catholic episodic drama. Inspired by this Catholic episodic drama, Hsing Yun thought 

of promoting Buddhism via television, and he went to discuss this matter with the TV 

Station’s staff. The vice-general manager was willing to broadcast Buddhist TV 

program if Hsing Yun could accept three conditions: (a) Buddhist scriptures and 

concepts could not be preached; (b) No monks or nuns could show up on TV; (c) the 

program’s name was assigned by the TV Station. Under Hsing Yun’s consideration, the 

first episode broadcasted but Hsing Yun was told Buddhist TV program was banned 

and could not be aired the next day anymore. He later came to know that it was 

                                                
95  Stuart Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth The Foguang Buddhist Perspective on 
Modernization and Globalization, pp. 125 – 127. 
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because of Soong Mei-ling’s (宋美齡 1897 -2003) order.96After several twists and 

turns, FGS’ TV program finally could be broadcasted on television and, further, it has 

launched a mobile app “IBLTV” in 2018 January.97 

As time passes by and because of technological progress, how people interact 

with each other have changed, so does FGS’ “airy” propagation. Shuai Jia-Jane and her 

co-workers published a journal in 2011, in which 25 Buddhist groups’ websites are put 

together to compare what resources these Buddhist groups can provide via the 

internet. Including FGS, seventeen out of the twenty-five Buddhist websites are 

named by a temple or a Buddhist group. These Buddhist websites focus on providing 

information (blog, online television, web radio, Facebook, apps, Buddhist sutras), 

communication (online blessing, transcribing Buddhist sutra online, online donation) 

and resources to download for free. FGS has the most variety among all these 

websites.98  On FGS’ website, one can do an online blessing and donate money, 

download or send a greeting card, transcribe Buddhist sutra for oneself or the others, 

or one can find other FGS-related websites or apps. In 2016, one can download Master 

Hsing Yun’s complete works in both Google Play and Apple Store, and FGS has 

developed a “Master Hsing Yun’s Collection Audio Book” app including an English 

version that even foreigners can receive the dharma talks of Master Hsing Yun. 

Besides websites, FGS also updates its new status via Line (a social app that Taiwanese 

use; For Macau, FGS uses Wechat) which may announce their annual Buddhist 

                                                
96  She is Chiang Kai-shek’s wife and was brought up in a Christian family. Chiang converted to 
Christianity for her. 
97 星雲大師，〈人間系列 我與電視弘法 上、下篇。〉，adopted 13 December 2018.  
98 Jia-Jane Shuai 帥嘉珍, Hsin-Chih Chen 陳杏枝, Chia-Hao Chang 張嘉豪, 〈台灣佛教網站之座會網

絡與呈現初探〉，頁 83，89。 
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wedding ceremony that is held at FGS headquarter in Kaohsiung and their short-term 

meditation camp.  

Furthermore, FGS started to provide online Buddhism learning courses in 2009. 

The FGS Open University has online videos of scholarly explanation on Buddhist 

doctrine, Buddhist sutras and some simple teaching of life wisdom and self-cultivation. 

One can choose to pay by credit card or pay via convenience stores. After purchasing 

the episode(s), one can organize his/ her learning calendar. The FGS Open University 

website provides links to the Beautiful Life Television website, the FGS member centre 

and a shopping website in which people can purchase Buddhist cartoons, Buddhist 

music, and Buddhist sutras.99  

 

Holy Songs and Sports as Cultivation  

For Master Hsing Yun has stated that Buddhism should be lively, joyful and 

wealthy. His innovation extends to Buddhist tunes and sports, and he believes that 

entertainment can serve as an expedient means of cultivation. Before Hsing Yun 

renounced the secular life, he loved sports, and he liked to play Ping-Pong when he 

was in Buddhist college. Master Hsing Yun has said: “Can Buddhism advocates sports? 

Does Buddhism need sports? Yes, off course… there are many kinds of ball games, and 

they meet the needs of this generation. I believe Buddhism will need these sports to 

help propagation.”100Master Hsing Yun does not only advocate exercise as part of 

                                                
99 佛光山，〈人間大學網絡教學平台〉，adopted 14 December 2018.  
100 佛光山開山星雲大師，〈星雲大師佛法真義系列 佛教運動〉，adopted 12 May 2019.  
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monastic education, but he also thinks “…Buddhism tune as a type of music in the 

world has its special meaning.”101   

When Christians worship, they worship with music and rituals. Their choral 

singing and the use of harmony impressed Ven. Taixu and Master Hsing Yun. Therefore, 

Master Hsing Yun organized the first Buddhist Youth Choir at Yi Lan in 1956 and 

published six Buddhist songs albums in 1961. Master Hsing Yun has expressed his 

wishes that “… To propagate Buddhism, Buddhists should advocate music and use 

music to make people want to learn more about Buddhism. Buddhist tone is not only 

for temples and the sangha, but it should be promoted to the public.”102 The FoGuang 

monastics performed concerts of Buddhist chanting in public halls in 1994, this event 

held at the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall in Taipei attracted over five thousand people to 

each of the three performances. In recent years, the FGS Buddhist Monastic Choir has 

performed in Asia, America, Europe, and Australia. One hundred monks and nuns 

were touring twelve European cities in the fall of 1999, and a similar number of monks 

and nuns were performing in New York City’s Lincoln Center in January 2002. The 

Buddhist songs are embedded in Buddhist weddings as well. 

In addition to allowing Buddhist youths to participate in sports, FoGuang clerics 

can watch television and movies. “They (FG clerics) are permitted to watch television 

and movies as long as the content is wholesome, and especially if it is educational. 

Each FGS temples will often turn on the news. Movies are shown in the Devotees’ Hall 

auditorium two or three Sunday evenings per month at FGS headquarters. Students in 

                                                
101 Ibid.  
102 佛光山開山星雲大師，〈佛教叢書 8 – 教用〉，adopted 12 May 2019. 
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the college cannot watch films except for English learning purpose, monks and nuns 

may watch movies within the monastery but may not to do so in public theatres.”103  

 

Educational Institutions 

Christianity dominated the field of education, and the rationalized practice of the 

seminary has become the prototypical definition of religion. In the 19th century, 

temples were devalued, and Chinese religions were labelled as superstitious, many 

temples were converted into schools. The destroy temples to build schools (miaochan 

xingxue 廟產興學) movement started at the end of Qing dynasty was one of the 

causes of Buddhist educational reformation. In Weller’s point of view, setting up 

Buddhist Colleges is the first choice to rationalized Buddhism in the Chinese 

context.104 Buddhists began to set up schools which provided secular education only 

near the end of the nineteenth century. As Master Hsing Yun views “Humanistic 

Buddhism” as a competitor of Christianity and a competitor of Western culture in 

general. It is necessary to modernize Buddhism, to train missionaries that are fluent 

in English and to improve the monastics educational level, and to establish Buddhist 

academies. FGS’ Buddhism educational reform includes monastics, lay followers, the 

public, and educational institutions. In doing so, FGS offers courses for people from 

different social classes and in different groups. In the following chart, it lists out each 

educational institutions’ teaching program and focuses. (See Chart 3 – 2) 

 

                                                
103 Ibid, p. 184, 187 – 189.  
104 Robert P. Weller, “Global Religious Changes and Civil Life in Two Chinese Societies: A Comparison 
of Jiangsu and Taiwan”, pp. 16 – 17.  
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Chart 3- 2 FGS’ Buddhist Academies 

Year Name of the institution 

1965 The East Buddhist Academy (was named Shoushan Buddhist Academy) 

Teaching program 

- Three-tier sangha education. 

- First-tier: Chinese Buddhism Academy intends to do Buddhist teacher 

training and to train researchers on Buddhist Studies 

- Second-tier: FGS Tsung Lin Academy provides undergraduate level 

education which aims to train Buddhist specialists in Buddhist culture, 

education, charity work and proselytizing.  

² The Tsung Lin Academy offers courses for male and female Buddhist 

separately.  

- Third-tier: The Eastern Buddhist Academy provides secondary level 

education. Its goal is to promote Buddhism among teenagers and help 

them become a citizen with good moral conduct. 

1983 Keelung Female Buddhist Academy  

1983 Fushan Buddhist Academy  

- To provide two-year primary Buddhism education for female students 

with high school level education.  

1990 Yuanfu Buddhist Academy  

- To have the same teaching syllabus with Fushan Buddhist Academy 

which provide two-year primary Buddhism education for female 

students with high school level education. 

- An English Buddhist Academy branch and a Japanese Buddhist 

Academy branch are set up in 1986 and 1989 respectively.  

- It starts to offer seminars for foreign students who come from 

Malaysia, Thailand, Japan, Korea Nepal, South Africa these countries 

and the foreign class mainly teaches Chinese and Mahayana 

Buddhism.  105 

 

                                                
105 許仟，《佛光山與教育》，頁 49 – 51。 
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To give more responsibility to lay devotees, Master Hsing Yun initiated a program 

of lay dharma lecturers and teachers. The lay dharma lecturer position is open to any 

devotee who has shown a good understanding of Buddhist doctrine, and this position 

also opens for followers who are also prominent members of society. At some large 

FGS centres, the provided night and weekend programs are coordinated as “urban 

Buddhist Academies” (dushi foxueyuan 都市佛學院 that grant ‘degrees’ in dharma 

studies to graduates.)106 While FGS has adopted an academic tone in its lay Buddhist 

education system, programs of FGS’ community universities are less scholarly and 

intricate. FGS has sixteen community universities in the north, central and south of 

Taiwan. Since FGS’ community universities have received subsidies from the 

government, the teaching program can only constitute no more than ten percent of 

Buddhist courses. Although FGS intended to provide academic Buddhist studies 

program to the public through these community universities, it turned out that not 

only the government has set limits to the curriculum setting but also the public is not 

interested in those sophisticated courses. All of these community universities have 

different directions. Those in Taipei and Keelung are more concerned about water 

problems, those in Taoyuan, Hsinchu and Miaoli focus on Hakka culture, and those in 

the southern part of Taiwan focus on voluntary work and social issues. According to 

FGS’ statistic in 2009, it has 7951 students in total with a ratio of three percent lay 

devotees and seven percent non-believers. Of those students at the community 

universities around 3000 people to take refuge in the Triple Gem and 510 of them 

                                                
106  Stuart Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth The Foguang Buddhist Perspective on 
Modernization and Globalization, pp.125, 127.  
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became FGS members.107Furthermore, FGS founded its first Buddhist kindergarten in 

1956, and there are three secondary schools and two universities in Taiwan.  

Besides modernism, FGS is also influenced by Confucianism. On January 4 2001, 

the Merit Times cited Master Lian Chih’s 蓮池大師 (1535 – 1615, a Chinese Buddhist 

leader) viewpoint on filial piety (Xiao 孝). Master Lian Chih divided filial piety into the 

upper, the middle and the lower level. The lower level of xiao is to nourish one’s 

parents while alive and bury them when they die; the intermediate level of xiao is to 

bring glory on one’s ancestors; the upper level of xiao is to guide one’s parents 

extricate from the samsaric cycle of rebirth. Filial piety is viewed as the fundamental 

ethics of Chinese society, and it is an essential element to promote family harmony.108 

The FGS temples and Buddhist centres in Taiwan and Macau both have hold seminars 

on “Buddhism and filial piety”, filial piety is one but not the essetntial value in FGS. 

FGS has been organizing annual Buddhist examinations for the public since 1990, 

which is similar to IKT’s Chinese classics exam. The Buddhism examination has versions 

for elementary, junior high and senior high school students as well as adults. The two 

lowest levels examination for children are in cartoon format in which Buddhist themes 

are subtler at this level, and the emphasis is preferably placed on encouraging filial 

behaviour toward parents, proper respect toward teachers and diligent study habits 

etc. The exam for senior high school students, it is devoted to health education and 

acceptable social behavior, which contains a low percentage of questions touching 

upon Buddhist history and doctrine. Questions like to list reasons why people become 

                                                
107 許仟，《佛光山與教育》，頁 173，174。 
108 星雲法師＜迷悟之間 3 – 無常的真理＞，adopted 20 December 2018.  
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overweight and why one should abstain from taking recreational drugs are asked. The 

exam for adults differs significantly from the others’ tests, for they involve questions 

relating to Buddhist doctrine, history and practice. Participants are required to define 

terms such as samadhi (sanmei 三昧), “four immeasurable minds” (siwuliangxin 四

無量心), true/false and multiple-choice questions.109  

 

Philanthropy 

FGS has set up organizations that provide services to people with different needs. 

The organizations include orphanages, nursing homes, clinics and visitation to prisons 

etc. In the past, before 1885, western medicine had not been introduced into Taiwan, 

the medical system was not as complete as it is today. To provide medical treatment 

for people with low income, FGS founded the Buddha’s Light clinic in 1976. As a non-

profit organization, the Buddha’s Light clinic has provided medical service and 

preventive health care for fifteen thousand people in 2003. FGS organized the Cloud 

and Water Mobile Clinic as well. The Cloud and Water Mobile Clinic is a mobile hospital. 

This service gradually expanded from one car that visits one place each day to nine 

cars that visit twenty sites each week, and it provides free medical care for four 

thousand five hundred people every month. Additionally, FGS has its cemetery and 

provides hospice-care.110  

 

                                                
109  Stuart Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth The Foguang Buddhist Perspective on 
Modernization and Globalization, pp. 127 – 128.  
110 林美鈴，〈佛教慈善事業之發展 – 佛光山慈悲基金會等個案研究〉，頁 91 – 93。 
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Pilgrimage 

FGS built the Buddha Museum in 2011. One can use a shuttle bus service and visit 

the Buddha museum. The Buddha Museum is an outstanding success example of FGS, 

and there are a variety of “investments” that people can do inside the Buddha 

Museum. For instance, one can lit light for the families and gain merit for their 

deceased relatives. “One can donate money to the contribution boxes at each of the 

many small shrines to receive gifts; one can deposit money in slot machines to see 

dioramas of Buddhist legends, or deposit money to get a slip of paper that tells their 

fortune” (again, this reflects Hsing Yun’s tolerance of some folk religions customs such 

as fortune telling), or “one can deposit some more money before a Buddha image that 

brings special merit; or one can just go to one of the several gift shops to buy Buddhist 

literature or trinkets.”111 If one is not satisfied by a one-day visit or wish to stay longer, 

the Buddha Museum also provides accommodation service. Chao Shan Hui Guan and 

Ma Zhu Yuan are choices for pilgrims. 

Furthermore, the Buddha museum functions as a Buddhist centre of Taiwan. 

People from Taiwan and other nations flock to the Buddha Museum when FGS 

organizes short-term renunciation ceremonies. As an open attraction and Buddhist 

religious centre, FGS receives its funding from a flexible network. FGS has been trying 

to dialogue with other Chinese religions and temples. It has been holding the shijie 

shenming lianyihui 世界神明聯誼會 since 2011 (This event was named shenming 

chaoshan lianyihuei 神明朝山聯誼會) to which Christianity, I-Kuan Tao, Buddhist and 

                                                
111 Richard Madsen, Democracy’s Dharma Religious Renaissance and Political Development in Taiwan, 
pp. 58, 60, 72.  
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Daoist groups are invited. This event aims to pray for the country’s prosperity and 

people’s peace, to pray for social harmony, to prevent disasters and to purify human’s 

mind. More importantly, FGS hopes to achieve inter-religions’ harmony and mutual 

respect. In 2011, 61 temples and 147 statuses of divinity accepted FGS’ invitation, and 

almost eight hundred temples and over three thousand statuses of divinity were 

invited in 2018. For this event, not only the Buddhist Associations are asked, but also 

the Macau Third-Prince Temple and Macau Daoist Culture Association are invited to 

join the BLIAM. Through holding this event and fostering inter-religious dialogue, FGS 

has been trying to achieve its motto – “May the Buddha’s Light shine upon the ten 

directions”.112  

 

Spiritual Retreat  

One of FGS’ innovative contribution to Chinese Buddhism is the spiritual retreat 

for the public. Intending to “purify people’s mind” and put “Buddhism for the human 

realm” into practice, FGS regularly organizes spiritual retreats to let people gain a taste 

of monastic life and purify their conduct. Master Hsing Yun first began offering a week-

long Buddhist camp for college-age men and women in 1969. Seeing that those camps 

sponsored by Christian organizations as a means to attract young people and that 

almost every young man in Thailand renounces the secular life for a short duration at 

least once in their life, FGS’s camps are designed to be both fun and a means to attract 

young people to Buddhism. In the 1970s, similar camps were developed for mothers, 

                                                
112許貞慧，〈2018 世界神明聯誼會 澳門道家文化協會 支持神明聯誼宗教盛事〉， adopted 25 
December 2018. 
許貞慧，〈澳門大三巴哪咤廟 感受宗教友好無限喜悅〉， adopted 25 December 2018. 
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teachers and senior citizens. To cope with the tempo of the society, one can choose 

to join the two-day, three-day or seven-day short-term monastic retreat. There are 

two types of precepts for the short-term retreats: the eight precepts and short-term 

monastic precepts. “The eight precepts are vows to abstain from killing, stealing, 

engaging in any sexual activity, speaking falsehood, imbibing intoxicants, wearing 

personal adornment (including perfumes and cosmetics), partaking in or watching 

entertainment (such as singing or dancing) and not to sit on a high, large bed.”113 

These vows are kept while one spends a weekend in a temple and “they also keep a 

vegetarian diet and do not eat after noon. Most of the larger FGS branch offers eight 

precept retreats once per month, and the headquarters sponsors them weekly as part 

of the weekend cultivation activities.” Laity can participate in a seven-day “short-term 

monastic retreat” to taste a more intensive monastic life.114 

 

3.6 FGS’ Development in Macau 

Buddhism spread to Macau over one thousand years ago. The spread of 

Buddhism from China to Macau began at Tang dynasty (860 – 874), and the earliest 

Buddhist temple in Macau was built in 1623. Since the BLIA has expanded to five 

continents, FGS started to propagate the dharma in Macau in 1995. The FGS Macau 

Buddhist Centre (FGSMBC) was founded in the following year, and today (2019) there 

are four FGS branches in Macau. 115  Master Jiao Ren 覺仁  who is the abbot of 

FGSMBC starting from 2000, can speak fluent Mandarin and Cantonese and have been 

                                                
113  Stuart Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth The Foguang Buddhist Perspective on 
Modernization and Globalization, p. 149. 
114 Ibid, pp. 149 – 150.  
115 Buddha’s Light Association Youth of Macau (1994), Buddha’s Light International Association Macau 
(1995), the FGS Macau Buddhist Centre (1996) and FoGuang Yuan.  
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serving in the FGS temple in Osaka, the foxiang jiangtang 佛香講堂 in Hong Kong and 

the xianghaiyuan 香海苑 in Shenzhen. 

While FGS has at least ten temples in Taiwan, it does not even have a single 

temple in Macau. The four FGS branches in Macau are not temples, but they are more 

like dojos or Buddha halls that locate in buildings. The number of churches and 

temples in Macau did not grow at all for a long time. Within the twenty churches and 

over forty temples, the most recent church was constructed in 1996, and there is no 

newly built temple. FGSMBC together with the Buddha’s Light International 

Association Macau (BLIAM in short), these two chapters help to promote “Humanistic 

Buddhism” and shoulder different functions. While the BLIAM is primarily responsible 

for external activities, FGSMBC mainly takes responsibility for self-cultivation and 

religious rites. According to Jia Jinghua and Bai Zhaojie’s work, FGS has reached over 

500 members and the charge of 200 MOP membership fee per year and donations are 

the primary financial resources for the FGS chapters.116During my interview with 

Master Jiao Ren and a lay Buddhist follower who works as a secretary voluntarily for 

FGSMBC in 16th January 2019, “now we have 576 members and 182 volunteers and 

the membership fee became MOP 300 since 2015.” In addition to the membership fee 

and donations, FGS also receives financial support from the Macau Foundation. (See 

Chart 3 – 3) 

 

 

 

                                                
116 賈晉華，白照杰，〈澳門佛教團體的弘法活動和管理模式〉，頁 35，39，40。 
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Chart 3- 3 Subsidies from the Macau Foundation117 

Source: Macau Foundation 

  

Chapters 

 

Year  

Buddha’s Light 

International 

Association Macau  

Buddha’s Lgiht 

Association Youth 

of Macau 

the FGS Macau 

Buddhist Centre 

Buddha’s Light 

Fellowship of 

Macau 

2012 200,000 - - 250,000 

2013 - - - - 

2014 100,000 - - - 

2015 100,000 12,000 60,000 - 

2016 200,000 20,000 - - 

2017 100,000 - - - 

Currency rate: 100HKD = 103.2 MOP  

  

To establish a pure land on earth, the FGSMBC and BLIAM emphasize four aspects: 

education, cultural work, self-cultivation and social service. The FGSMBC conducts 

dharma assemblies at every Buddhist feast day for the public, organizes Buddhist 

sutras reading classes, Chan meditation classes, Buddhist and medical seminars, 

pilgrim congregation, visiting hospitals and organizes blood donation, etc. For Macau 

has a complete educational system and with the limited land and religious consumers 

that FGS can win over, FGS has not yet found any schools or social welfare 

organizations such as hospitals or cultural foundations in Macau. However, it has 

donated a million RMB to Sichuan to establish a nursing home and temple, it also gave 

twenty-seven thousand MOP to Yunnan for the establishment of the “Macau FoGuang 

Hope Primary School” which was constructed in 2009.118 

                                                
117 澳門基金會，〈季度獲財政資助的私人及私人機構名單〉， adopted 20 November 2018.  
118 賈晉華，白照杰，〈澳門佛教團體的弘法活動和管理模式〉，頁 39，40。 
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3.7 The Organizational Structure of FGS in Macau 

The democratic element of FGS in terms of internal affair chair members election 

and empowering lay followers also succeeds in the BLIAM. The organizational 

structure of FGS in Macau constitutes the FGS association, the FGS Council and the 

board of supervisors. The FGS association includes a president, vice-presidents, a 

secretary, and an accountant; the FGS Council is composed of a council president, 

several council members; and the board of supervisors includes several supervisors. 

Members of these three departments are elected every three years, and they can be 

reappointed for one more year. All of these administrative members work as 

volunteers. The abbot, dharma teachers or lecturers are dispatched by the FGS 

headquarter in Taiwan. 119 When holding dharma assemblies or organizing public 

activities, FGS mainly relies on their 182 registered local volunteers.  

 

3.8 FGS’ Proselytizing in Macau 

 FGS started to propagate in Macau in 1995, to know its current activities one can 

subscribe to FGS Macau’s Wechat or pay attention to its website. FGS in Macau 

primarily announces its most recent events through its website and Wechat account. 

FGS’ annual festivals and activities are organized and listed in the FGS Buddhist 

calendar (see the appendix 1). In Macau, FGS usually holds (a) Buddhist sutra reading 

classes; (b) Buddhist festivals and the precious litany of 88 Grand-name Buddhas; (c) 

hospital, old ages home and care center visits; (d) seminars on health-related issues; 

(e) classes such as vegetarian cooking class, floral arrangement class; (f) “communal 

                                                
119 Ibid，p. 40。 
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cultivation” (gong xiu 共修); and (g) summer classes for young children (7 to 10 year-

old). FGSMBC periodically holds the Vajra 金剛, three goods 三好, good karma 善

緣, and completeness sutra reading classes 經典概述班 and junior Buddhist class 佛

學初級班 for the public, occasionally the sutra reading classes will include watching 

movies, stretching exercises and making handicrafts. The junior Buddhist class 

comprises eight lessons which include basic Buddhism concepts such as the twelve-

linked causal formula 十二因緣 , no-self 無我 , and samsara 涅槃 . 120  In 2018, 

FGSMBC held the second Buddhism exams in Macau in which 37 examinees 

participated. 121 Besides, FGSMBC organizes the “three goods summer camp” for 

children. Although by name it is a camp, it only has activities every Saturday and 

Sunday from half-past two to half-past four. During these periods, children will learn 

Buddhist concepts and rituals, how to make desserts, basic English conversion and 

teamwork.122  

                                                
120 During my interview with Master Jiue Ren (16th January 2019), she said FGSMBC could only offer 
junior level Buddhist to the public by far.  
The 47th and 48th junior Buddhist classes which were held from 5th June to 24th July 2018 every Tuesday 
and from 16th October to 18th December 2018 every Tuesday had sixty and seventy-three students 
respectively. 
121 佛光山澳門禪淨中心，〈第二期佛光澳門書院佛學會考〉，adopted 17 January 2019.  
122 I have visited the FGSMBC branch, and it does not have a lodge for lay followers like FGS Buddha 
museum. Master Jiao Ren told me that the operation of FGSMBC mainly relies on volunteers. Therefore, 
FGSMBC does not have enough space and human resources to take care of these children and these 
children’s parents might not want them to sleep out either.  
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Image 3- 1 FGSMBC One-day and Short-term Retreat123 

Source: FGS Macau’s website  

 

                                                
123 佛光山澳門禪淨中心，〈2018 三好兒童夏令班招生啦！〉，adopted 21 December 2018. 
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Because FGSMBC is limited in terms of space and human resources, it can only 

organize one-day Chan retreat annually for lay devotees, and it usually offers 30 

quotas. For those who participate in the short-term monastic retreat in Macau, they 

will fly to FGS’ headquarter at Kaohsiung.  

 

Chart 3- 4 FGSMBC’s One-day Retreat and Short-term Retreat 

Source: Data provided by FGSMBC, interview date: 16 January 2019. 

FGSMBC One-day Retreat FGSMBC Short-term Retreat 

Year Numbers of participants Year Numbers of participants 

2011 30 2011 15 

2012 33 2012 9 

2013 25 2013 10 

2014 19 2014 10 

2015 30 2015 5 

2016 30 2016 2 

2017 28 2017 11 

2018 29 2018 8 

*  The collected data shows that numbers of participants in one-day retreat are significantly higher 

than numbers of participants in short-term retreats. Most probably because over 90% of the 

government’s tax income is from the gambling industry, majority of the local citizens have to take shifts. 

Therefore, it is difficult for them to participate in spiritual retreat activity like this. And because of the 

space limitation, FGSMBC only manages to accept around thirty participants.   

  

Likewise, FGS has a Chan library and a tea house for lay devotees. The teahouse 

is a place where FG members can enjoy vegetarian meals every afternoon. FGS has 

been continuously posting the “Veg Plan A” to advocate the advantages of adopting a 

vegetarian diet and FGSMBC also has vegetarian cooking classes. Latterly, the 
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Buddha’s Light Association Youth of Macau held a “Vegetarian Festival” on 16th and 

17th February 2018 to promote a correct concept of not eating meat, the vegetarian 

culture and Buddha’s teaching to the public.124The VegFest includes vegetarian food 

stalls, lion dancing, magic show, singing, and dancing performance. (See Image 3 – 2) 

“The VegFest food stalls and participants grow from 26 and 5000 people in 2013 to 28 

and 20,000 people.” 125 One can see that people are increasingly interested in 

vegetarian diets. The Chan library sells Buddhist literature or trinkets, provides 

Buddhist sutras and books, reading rooms for adult and children. Additionally, FGS 

organizes guitar class, hiking, one-day pilgrimage, coastal cleanup activities as well. 

 To compare FGS’ propagation activities and social welfare organizations it 

established in Macau with those in Taiwan, its proselytizing and outreach in social 

works in Macau are not as versatile as in Taiwan. Nonetheless, FGSMBC is gradually 

developing. Since the majority of the participants do not crave for studying 

sophisticated and metaphoric Buddhist philosophy, and many jobs require people to 

take shifts. A one-off seminar on Buddhist philosophy or interest class is more flexible 

and suitable for Macau’s context.126  

To sum up, religions in contemporary Taiwan and Macau encounter a chance that 

it never had before. Throughout many dynasties, while Confucianism monopolized the 

field of education, Buddhism was popular with social elites. Under Master Hsing Yun’s 

leadership, FGS became a Buddhist sect for all sentient beings. The innovative changes 

                                                
124 FGSMBC’s Wechat post which posted on 23 December 2018.  
125 An interviewed which was conducted on 16th January 2019 and the data is provided by the FGSMBC.  
126 During my visit on 16th January 2019, Master Jiao Ren told me that FGSMBC has been offering the 
Junior Buddhist class for the public for years and could not offer Buddhist class of the next level by far 
judging from the learners’ acquisition.  
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that he makes modernized FGS’ organizational structure, doctrine, rituals and 

proselytizing strategies.      

In terms of FGS’ organizational structure, it includes the ordained monks and 

nuns and laities in its management system. Not only do ordained monks and nuns 

have promotion guidelines but also the laities. Under these guidelines that Master 

Hsing Yun set up and FGS’ mobilization of lay members, lay members have the chance 

to take part in FGS’ religious activities and some internal affairs. Through empowering 

local lay followers, FGS achieves the localization of human resources and language of 

propagation. 

In the aspect of FGS’ doctrine and rituals, Master Hsing Yun expresses that 

Buddhism should offer people confidence, joy, and hope. He affirms wealth and 

donation and thinks these are the things that help to establish a pure land on earth. 

The rules that Master Hsing Yun brings up not only focus on the religious sphere’s 

problems but he also concerns sentient beings as a unity, what he presents is a spirit 

rather than religious disciplines for followers. The re-invention of Buddhist rituals 

helps to restore the link between people’s life and Buddhism. Master Hsing Yun’s 

tolerance and understanding towards some folk religions’ customs reflect FGS’ ability 

in responding to religious pluralism, the spirit that Master Hsing Yun presents shows 

FGS’ visions as a religion of the global. 

Regarding FGS’ proselytizing strategies, its social engagement and its way of 

proselytizing are down to earth. People can get in contact with Buddhism in many 

different ways without categorizing themselves as a Buddhist follower. One can visit 

the Buddha museum at Kaohsiung and see it as a tourist attraction instead of seeing 
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this as a pilgrimage site for Buddhist followers. One can participate in its vegan diet 

promotion for health purpose; one can join FGS’ one-day retreat and experience a less 

intensive life of renouncing from the secular world. People also can understand more 

about Buddhism via different social media, such as Facebook, FGS music on Youtube, 

its e-book and journal, its Open University’s courses, etc. According to FGS’ 

organizational structure, proselytizing strategies and Open Universities’ topics in 

Taiwan and Macau, FGS has tailor-made its propagation methods which suit the local 

context and adapt to the modern time.  
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Image 3- 2 The VegFest 

Source: FGSMBC’s Wechat Post on 28th December 2018.  
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Chapter 4. Glocal-modernization of Fa-Yi Chong De in Taiwan and Macau 

Between 1945 and 1949, around a hundred IKT senior masters arrived in Taiwan. 

Because of the political factors, IKT could not get in contact with its origin in mainland 

China and had to take root in Taiwan without receiving any support. During IKT’s 

development in Taiwan, it had undergone an institutional reform which was under 

Aunt Chen’s leadership. To address IKT’s institutional reform, and its glocal-

modernization, this chapter is divided into six sections. The first section will give a brief 

history of IKT’s origin and the institutional reform of Fa-Yi Chong De. After this section, 

the following two sections (4.2 and 4.3) will focus respectively on Fa-Yi Chong De’s 

development in Taiwan and Macau. The next three parts will concentrate on Fa-Yi 

Chong De’s organizational structure, doctrine and rituals, and its propagation. Since 

Taiwan is the base of Fa-Yi Chong De and it started to proselytize in Macau in 1991, its 

organizational structure, doctrine, rituals and propagation strategies in Taiwan and 

Macau are mostly the same. Therefore, I will discuss these four parts in sections 4, 5 

and 6. 

 

4.1 A Brief History of IKT, the Origin and Institutional Reform of Fa-Yi Chong 

De 

As a syncretic religion, IKT had undergone a long period of suppression by the 

Qing dynasty, the republican government, the Japanese occupational force, the 

communist regime, and the KMT government in Taiwan before 1987.127 To survive 

and respond to the hardship imposed by the KMT and the communist regime, IKT 

                                                
127 宋光宇，《天道傳燈》，頁 39 。 
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emphasized the Confucian virtue of loyalty to the emperor (they still adopt this 

political theology). As the great senior of IKT Tian-ran Zhang (the 18th patriarch of IKT) 

claimed, the goals of IKT are: “Honor Heaven and earth, respect deities, obey parents, 

respect seniors, trust friends, make peace with neighbours, be prudent with words 

and deeds, and rectify iniquity”.128 After IKT is legalized and Taiwan is a democratic 

country, political candidates seek support from religions through supporting local 

religious traditions. Because IKT mobilized its members to support the KMT candidates, 

it became the first legalized religion after the lifting of martial law in 1987. In 2010, 

IKT had 201 temples. IKT temples are on the third place of the number of registered 

temples. 129 Both of the KMT and DPP candidates saw IKT and other religious 

organizations as a ticket bunker and wanted to win over their support. In 1992, the 

KMT candidate Song Chu-yu 宋楚喻 (1942 -), a Taiwanese politician who founded 

and chairs the People First Party presented prizes to eighteen great seniors of IKT to 

show the KMT’s acknowledgement of their social contribution. The chairman of the 

Ministry of the Interior, who was also a key person in helping the legalization of IKT, 

helped Li Deng-huei 李登輝 (1923 - ), who was the President of the Republic of China 

and Chairman of the KMT from 1988 to 2000, to get in contact with the IKT in 1995. 

The former president Chen Shui-bian 陳水扁 (1950 -), the first president of the 

Democratic Progressive Party (DPP in short) became a Dao member of Fa-Yi Chong De 

in 1994 under the help of his schoolmate at college. 130 In the process of IKT’s 

development, it cooperates with and responses to the government and its policies, 

                                                
128 Cheng-tian Kuo, Religion and Democracy in Taiwan, p. 67.  
129 Yen-zen Tsai, Religious Experience in Contemporary Taiwan and China, p. 78. 
130 林國平，《當代台灣宗教信仰與政治關係》，頁 193, 194。 
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thus five of the IKT’s educational foundations held a series of lectures on culture and 

spiritual life in 1993.131    

Under the name of IKT, there are eighteen branches and Fa-Yi Chong De is the 

largest and is subordinated to the Fa-Yi branch. “Fa-Yi” indicates the origin of this 

branch in Tianjin, many Dao transmitters in the Fa-Yi Branch are from Tong Sing Tan.132 

Han Yu-lin 韓雨霖（1901 – 1995, Sage King Bai Shui 白水聖帝）and Chen Hong-zhen 

陳鴻珍 (or Aunt Chen, 1923 – 2008, honoured as non-resting bodhisattva 不休息菩

薩) were the leaders of Fa-Yi Chong De. Under the leadership of Han Yu-lin, Fa-Yi Da 

Dao became today’s Fa-Yi Branch, and Chen Hong-zhen 陳鴻珍 is the founder of Fa-

Yi Chong De. In the beginning, the Fa-Yi branch remained active in Douliu, Taiwan, it 

then developed into seven branches. Under the name of Fa-Yi, it includes Fa-Yi Chong 

De, Fa-Yi Tian En, Fa-Yi Tian Yuan, Fa-Yi Ling Yin, and three small subbranches.133 

Aunt Chen led an institutional reform. Under her leadership, Fa-Yi branch has a 

hierarchical structure and clear work distribution. Between 1986 and 2001, Fa-Yi 

Chong De was named as the Peace dojo and the name “peace” was given in a spirit 

writing. Because at that time, IKT had not been legalized, and it faced lots of obstacles. 

To achieve true peace and establish a standard dojo, Aunt Chen started institutionally 

reform the peace dojo in 1986. The idea of the Zhong and Yi classes (忠、義字班)134 

were brought out in 1984. Two years later, all the other Fa-Yi branch implemented the 

Zhong and Yi classes. The Zhong, Yi class and the five-year training courses have been 

                                                
131 莊德仁，〈平安道場：陳大姑與發一祟德道場的制度化革新（1986 – 2001）〉，頁 128。 
132 宋光宇，《天道傳燈》，頁 131，138。 
133 李慧娟，〈一貫道發一伙食團〉，頁 25 – 27。 
134 Lecturer in the Zhong class works as the Dao transmitter’s secretary, each three Buddha halls will 
be assigned a Zhong class lecturer. Lecturer in the Yi class is responsible for meeting report and schools’ 
Tao affairs. (Date collected through an interview with a clerk on 6 October 2018)   
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carrying out since 1986. The timeline of the peace dojo’s institutional reform is as 

follow: 

 

Chart 4- 1 The Institutional Reform of the Peace Dojo 

Year Important Event 

1986 1. The establishment of the Chong De Educational Foundation  

2. The establishment of the Chong Ren Educational Foundation  

3. The Zhong, Yi classes were fully implemented.  

1987 1. IKT was legalized.  

2. The establishment of the Guang-ming care home in Puli  

1988 1. The set-up of the I-Kuan Tao Association.  

1989 1. To promote the Zhong and Yi classes in overseas Dao centers.  

2. The establishment of the Guang Huei Educational Foundation.  

1990 1. The establishment of the Chong Educational Foundation. 

2. The establishment of the Chong Educational Foundation. 

1991 1. Organized “The Spring Confucius Ceremony”.  

1992  1. The idea of ten groups (Shizuyunzuo 十組運作) was carried out 

and implemented in Taipei Dao center.  

2. the first “Rite of Passage” in Taipei.  

1993 1. Dao members were divided into the social, academic and youth 

classes.  

2. The idea of ten groups (Shizuyunzuo 十 組 運 作 ) was 

implemented within Dao centers in Taiwan and overseas. 

3. The set-up of the Chong De Fa Company.  

4. Response to governmental policies, five Chong De educational 

foundation held a series of lectures on culture and spiritual life. 

1994 1. The Chong De School was founded.  

1999 1. The first Zhuang yuan examination for academic classes. 

2000 1. The first Zhuang yuan examination for social classes.135 

                                                
135 莊德仁，〈平安道場：陳大姑與一貫道發一崇德道場的制度化革新〉，頁 127 – 129。 
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4.2 Fa-Yi Chong De’s Development in Taiwan 

Starting from 1980, IKT begins to disseminate in other nations. In 2003, IKT 

spread to 80 countries.136Today, Fa-Yi Chong De is one of the largest IKT branches in 

Taiwan. It has seven Dao practice and cultivation centers within Taiwan, six overseas 

Dao practice and cultivation centers in Japan, Singapore, Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur, and 

Alor Setar), Thailand, and USA (Los Angeles) and fifteen Dao centers located in Hong 

Kong, Macau, Jakarta, Sydney, Vancouver, Philippine, Auckland, Sarawak, San 

Francisco, Medan, New York and Nepal.137 

Since Fa-Yi Chong De is a large branch, it divides its members into three 

categories: the social, the academic and the youth classes.138Fa-Yi Chong De aims to 

promote its spirit of Dao from three perspectives: education, social and charity work. 

For it values the importance of fostering teenagers, it establishes five Educational 

Foundations: Chong Ren 崇仁 (1986), Guang Hui 光慧 (1989), Chong Yi 崇義 (1990), 

Chong Li 崇禮  (1990) and Chong De 祟德  and the Chong-De School (a tertiary 

educational institution). In terms of education, Fa-Yi Chong De provides training 

courses for all ages. The little angel class provides life education for kindergarten and 

primary school students; the 4Q learning class is for junior and senior students; a five-

year training class which prepares a Dao member to become a lecturer-to-be139; a pre-

                                                
136 Lin Jung-tse, “The Localization and Globalization of the Religious Coming from Mainland China in 
Post-war Period”, p. 28.  
137 羅涼萍，〈一貫道「發一崇德」慈善文教事業之社會功能研究〉，頁 4。 
138 李慧娟，〈一貫道發一伙食團〉，頁 31。 
139 These five-years classes are xin min class 新民班, zhi shan class 至善班, pei de class 培德班, hang 
de class 行德班 and Chong de class 崇德班. To become a lecturer, one is expected to have read  
these books: the Four Books of Confucianism (The Great Learning, The Doctrine of the Mean, The 
Analects of Confucius and The Book of Mencius); the Classic of Filial Piety; the Vajracchedik; the 
Platform Sutra; the Heart Sutra; the Dao Te Ching; the Sutra of Pure and Calm and Zhuang Zi (now the 
Quran and the Bible are also counted). 
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service lecturer class and a lifelong learning class for elders. During summer and 

winter time, it also holds camping trips for college, senior and junior school students.  

In addition to Fa-Yi Chong De’s educational Foundations and courses, Fa-Yi Chong 

De is the most successful branch in organizing mess for college students. College 

students in a mess will live together and eat together, which is similar to the sangha 

of Buddhism and the communion of Christianity. These student Dao members live 

together to take care of each other and take turns to prepare vegetarian dishes. The 

first mess for college students was established in 1974 at Feng Chia. Until 2004, Fa-Yi 

Chong De held seventy-six masses within Taipei city.140 

When IKT puts resources to foster teenagers, it promotes Confucianism. It has 

been organizing the Chinese classics reading class and “number one scholar” 

examination annually, 2018 is the 17th number one scholar exam.141Every year, Fa-Yi 

Chong De’s educational foundations offer a scholarship for student Dao members who 

display outstanding academic performance and have been actively participating in 

IKT’s activities. Fa-Yi Chong De also encourages college students and scholars to study 

and write journals about IKT. Thus, the Chong-De School has held conferences which 

focus on “The Inheritance and innovation of Chinese Classic Culture” starting from 

2010.  

Regarding the social and charitable aspect, Fa-Yi Chong De organizes volunteer 

groups to provide services to the public, such as holding anti-drugs and purifying 

human mind seminars, offering counselling service for prisoners and people on parole, 

                                                
140 李慧娟，〈一貫道發一伙食團〉，頁 5, 28, 40. 
141 崇德光慧經典教育台北推廣中心，〈小狀元經典會考〉，adopted 7 November 2018.  
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organizing concerts that promote filial piety, forming choirs and Chinese traditional 

music groups of Chong De. It establishes preschool and nursing home, actively 

engages in charity work. It also mobilizes its members and the public to donate money 

and help places which suffered from natural disasters such as Taiwan after the 9.21 

earthquake, the U.S. after the 9.11, South Asia after the tsunami and Japan after the 

3.11 earthquake and tsunami etc.142    

 

4.3 Fa-Yi Chong De’s Development in Macau 

After IKT became legalized, It has been steadily and actively expanding in Taiwan 

and Macau. Although in mainland China, IKT was and still is labelled as an “evil cult”, 

Fa-Yi Chong De takes root in Macau. According to Chen Jinguo’s work, Fa-Yi Chong De 

has set up fifteen Buddha halls for the public after it started its operation in Macau. 

These Buddha halls are named Jide 吉德, Zhide 致德, Linde 林德, Linde 霖德, Hangde

行德, Kangde 康得, Hande 涵德 and Fa-Yi Jia 發一佳. Beside Buddha halls, Fa-Yi 

Chong De has six cultural and educational foundations. These cultural and pedagogical 

foundations are primarily located in Macau Island.143  

 

Fa-Yi Chong De’s activities in Macau mainly focus on promoting Chinese classics 

and traditional values such as filial piety, loyalty, and diligence. Their advocation and 

adoption of these Chinese values and political theology not only attract politicians and 

officials to support them but also the Macau citizens.144 Revealed by a Macau Dao 

                                                
142 羅涼萍，〈一貫道「發一崇德」慈善文教事業之社會功能研究〉，頁 6，8。 
143 陳進國，〈一貫道在澳門的傳播與發展〉，頁 174 – 176。 
144 A survey conducted in 2008 showed that 58.3% of the Macau citizens recognize themselves as 
“Macau citizens” and 60% of them agree that they are Chinese. 
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transmitter during my visit on 6th September 2018, “when Fa-Yi Chong De first applied 

for the Macau Foundation’s subsidy, we didn’t succeed since the government seemed 

to be not quite sure whether IKT is a ‘proper’ religion or not. After a period of 

observation, Fa-Yi Chong De was perceived as a ‘proper’ religion”. The Government's 

affirmation reflects on the subsidy that they receive from the Macau Foundation. (see 

Chart 4 – 2). Starting from 2012, Fa-Yi Chong De receives a subsidy from the Macau 

Government every year, and the grant chiefly supports them to hold the “A 

harmonious Chinese society, performance of promoting traditional culture and filial 

piety” (hexie zhonghua, jingdian wenhua ji xiaoqintui guang hui yan 和諧中華 · 經

典文化暨孝親推廣會演) .145  

 

Chart 4- 2 Subsidy from Macau Foundation146 

Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Amount (MOP) 40,000 50,000 90,000* 150,000* 150,000* 200,000* 

* 資助舉辦“和諧中華．海峽兩岸經典文化推廣會演” 

 

By far, Fa-Yi Chong De is the most prevailing IKT branch in Macau.147According to 

Chen Jinguo’s statistic, Lin De Buddha hall has 318 Macau citizens, 105 mainlanders 

and 17 Vietnamese Dao members. I visited one of the Fa-Yi Chong De Buddha Hall on 

6th September 2018, and I checked their collected data. In the Buddha hall that I went, 

231 Dao members attended their “reflection and advanced personal training class” on 

                                                
澳門青年研究協會，澳門中華季生聯合總會，〈澳門大學生國民身份認同調查研究報告〉，adopted 
15 November 2018.  
145 〈發一祟德文教會弘揚孝道〉，《澳門日報》（澳門）， 2018 年 9 月 10 日，第 B 版第 11
頁。 
146 澳門基金會，〈季度獲財政資助的私人及私人機構名單〉，adopted 11 September 2018.  
147 陳進國，〈一貫道在澳門的傳播與發展〉，頁 174。 
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10th and 11th March and 356 Dao members joined the Diamond sutra reading class on 

24th and 25th March. (See Image 4 – 1) The attendance summary of March states that 

roughly hundreds of members attended their Cantonese classes, and there are 124, 

82, 65, 48 and 40 Vietnamese took part in the five-year training class respectively. (See 

Image 4 – 3)  

To be endorsed by the headquarter in Taiwan is an important factor that Fa-Yi 

Chong De can set up its branch in Macau and develop into the most prevailing IKT 

branch there. While Fa-Yi Chong De wants to proselytize in Mainland China by using 

Macau as their base, they face the challenge of recruiting more local citizens since 

over 60 percent of the Macau citizens’ job requires them to work in shifts. 

Consequently, the majority of Fa-Yi Chong De and Catholicism’s catechumen in Macau 

are labourers from South Asia. Therefore IKT does not provide Cantonese learning 

class only but also holds English dharma assembly. (See Image 4 – 2)         

 
Image 4- 1 Fa-Yi Chong De General Affairs’ Collected Data of March 

Source: Taken by the Author 
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Image 4- 2 Fa-Yi Chong De’s Timetable for English Class 

Source: Taken by the Author 
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Image 4- 3 Fa-Yi Chong De’s Five-year Training Classes and Attendance 

Source: Taken by the Author 

 

To promote IKT in a different social context, Fa-Yi Chong De cannot copy some 

proselytizing strategies and apply them in Macau’s context. These are: setting up 

educational institutions and organizing a mess. With the existing ten tertiary 
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educational institutions in Macau, it is quite impossible for Fa-Yi Chong De to 

proselytizes through establishing schools of any levels. However, Fa-Yi Chong De does 

regularly set up refresher courses that teach Cantonese or Mandarin, and it offers 

courses that teach children Chinese classics. 

In addition to the promotion of traditional Chinese classics and culture, Fa-Yi 

Chong De also actively takes part in philanthropy. It donates money to places that 

suffered from a natural disaster such as the southwest of China which was suffered 

from drought in 2010, Yunnan and Sichuan after the earthquake in 2012 and 2013, 

and also other nations such as Haiti and Japan.148  

 

Chart 4- 3 Fa-Yi Chong De’s Donation149 

Year Donation Currency rate: 1HKD = 1.03 

MOP = 3.8 TWD 

 

2010 MOP 42,720 (Southwest China) 

2010 MOP 26,400 (Qinghai, China) 

2011 MOP 10,000 (Japan) 

 

4.4 The Organizational Structure of Fa-Yi Chong De in Taiwan and Macau 

In Buddhism, only those who have received ordination and renounced (the 

sangha) from the secular world are considered Buddhists. However, it is quite usual 

that lay followers can recite sutras or worship Buddhas and view themselves as 

“Buddhists” without having taken refuge to the three treasures. There’s no 

precondition for a lay follower to enter a Buddhist monastery, yet, becoming a full 

                                                
148 陳進國，〈一貫道在澳門的傳播與發展 – 以發一祟德的活動為例〉，頁 178，183。 
149 澳門紅十字會，〈西南旱災捐款嗚謝〉， adopted 6 November 2018.  
澳門紅十字會，〈青海地震捐款嗚謝〉， adopted 6 November 2018.  
澳門紅十字會，〈日本地震捐款嗚謝〉， adopted 6 November 2018.  
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member of IKT is a precondition for a person to enter a Buddha hall, no matter he or 

she might decide to drop out from IKT after the initiation rite or not. To become a full 

member or what they call “seeking the Dao” (qiudao 求道), one needs an introducer 

(yinshi 引師) and a guarantor (baoshi 保師) to take an oath in front of the deities for 

a newcomer. During the initial rite, the guarantor guarantees a new member is a 

person of good moral character. IKT has a well-defined structure, “cooperation 

between God and human, ten groups bear different function” (tianren gongban shizu 

yunzuo 天人共辦 十組運作) is its operational principle. In the following chart, it is 

the structure of IKT: 
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Chart 4- 4 The Organizational Structure of I-Kuan Tao 

Source：By the Author 

 

 

“One can be promoted from a lay follower to a lecturer or eventually to a Dao 

transmitter through a series of training courses. A lay follower has to complete a five-

year learning module to become a lecturer. During the five-year training courses, one 

can choose to enrol in one out of the ten groups. For those who enrol in the Chong-de 

class, he or she has to be an abbot or a vice abbot (tanzhu 壇主 futanzhu 副壇主). 

When one has completed the five-year training courses, one can pursue further Dao 

studies to fulfil the qualification as a lecturer and that person has to take a vow and 

become a vegetarian. A person can be an abbot and a Dao transmitter at the same 
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time, and all the hall masters are equal in status.”150 IKT has a clerical system. One 

has to go through a hierarchal report to get permission from the Dao transmitter(s), 

such as introducing a new member to their Buddha hall and introducing the newcomer 

to another hall master. Dao transmitters and hall masters are important to Dao 

members. Members have to bow and verbally express their gratitude to them. Before 

and after the dharma assembly, members have to do an “arrival bow” and “departure 

bow” to welcome and say goodbye to Dao transmitters/ masters. During the dharma 

assembly (fahui 法會), Dao members have to follow the deacon’s structure, all the 

members have to stand up when they hear “1”,  bow and greet the Dao Transmitter 

when they hear “2”, express their gratitude to the Dao transmitter and sit down when 

they hear“3”. IKT has a hierarchical structure. Members have restricted freedom and 

democracy for they can choose which internal affairs group to work in. Meanwhile, 

they have to ask for permission from the Dao transmitter from time to time to report 

the progress of their duty. It is similar to a micro version of patriarchal society, only 

that the patriarch can be female or male.  

 

4.5 Fa-Yi Chong De’s Doctrine and Rituals in Taiwan and Macau 

IKT promotes the idea of “the three teachings form a unity” (sanjiao heyi 三教合

一) in which Buddhism, Confucianism, Daoism are put in an equal position, and their 

teaching will reunite in Dao 道.151 The merge of three teachings can be traced back 

at least to the Sung dynasty.152To respond to the social changes and cultural contact, 

                                                
150 An interview that I conducted with an IKT volunteer on 6 and 7 October 2018.  
151 In IKT’s sense, Buddhism, Confucianism, Daoism, Christianity and Islam are teachings and they will 
reunite in Dao.  
152 Seiwert Hubert, “Religious Response to Modernization in Taiwan: The Case of I-Kuan Tao”, p. 56. 
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namely the process of modernization, IKT reacts to the changing conditions of the 

present time and a significant innovation of its doctrine was initiated by Aunt Chen. 

As a result, IKT extended the “three teachings” doctrine by two other religions: “The 

coalescence of the Five teachings into One” (wujiao heyi 五教合一 ), in which 

Christianity and Islam together with the other three traditional Chinese teachings are 

seen to shed light on and complete each other, and each of their teachings must 

reunite in Dao. The manifestation of Jesus during the IKT fuluan 扶鸞 session is 

recorded as early as in 1939.153The extension of “the three teachings form a unity” to 

“the five teachings form a unity” is the most critical innovation of IKT. Nonetheless, 

some of the fundamental principles or beliefs of those religions are left out. For 

instance, the concept of saṃsāra (cycle of rebirth) in Buddhism, and the uniqueness 

of God in Christianity. The concept of samsara is vital in Buddhism and one has to 

cultivate himself or herself until he or she reaches awakenment to extricate oneself 

from the never-ending cycle of rebirth. However, IKT stresses that Dao members will 

be able to get rid of the cycle of birth if they actively engage in self-cultivation in this 

life. “You shall have no other gods before me.” (Exodus 20:3) 154  reflects the 

uniqueness of God in the Christian faith and is the core value of Christianity, 

nonetheless, IKT only quotes “I am the way, the truth, and the life” (John 14:6)155 

from the Bible and explains to its members that the way is actually the Dao that IKT 

has been expounding since its formation. Although in IKT’s point of view, five religions 

                                                
153 Ibid, pp. 58 – 59.  
154 New King James Version, “Bible Gateway”, adopted 12 November 2018.  
155 Ibid.  
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will reunite in Dao. IKT mostly quotes Confucianist thought and Buddhist teaching, it 

cites the sacred texts of Islam and Christianity less frequent.    

 As the doctrines of IKT are “To honour heaven and earth, respect deities, obey 

parents, respect seniors, trust friends, make peace with neighbours, be prudent with 

words and deed, and rectify iniquity”156, its doctrines directly influence their dress 

code and rituals. Female Dao transmitters usually dressed in a navy-blue suit with a 

Chinese collar, male Dao transmitters generally wear suits, the deacons dress up in 

long robes in Chinese style, and all of the members are required to dress up in a white 

coat with black or navy-blue bottoms. Since the Buddha hall is a sacred place, before 

entering the Buddha hall, members will get wet towels or alcoholic spray from the 

receptionists (called: banshiyuan 辦事員), and they have to clean their hands. After 

the members enter the Buddha hall, they have to tidy up themselves. Then they 

perform the arrival bows to the Buddhas. To show respect and humbleness to the 

Buddhas and Dao transmitters, members should not cross legs or arms on their chest 

to avoid the arouse of arrogance. There are many different kinds of rituals in IKT, such 

as the arrival and departure ritual, the morning and evening incense-offering ritual, 

the offering ritual on the first and fifteen days in the lunar calendar and the salvation 

ritual etc. The most commonly performed rituals are the arrival and departure ritual, 

the morning and evening incense-offering ritual and the ritual on the first and 

fifteenth day in the lunar calendar. The procedures of these rituals are as the following: 

 

                                                
156 Cheng-tian Kuo, Religion and Democracy in Taiwan, p. 67.  
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Chart 4- 5 The Arrival and Departure Ritual157 

Order Performed by Dao members 

 Bow with hands folded in front then take one step forwards and kneel down  

God (Ming Ming Shang Di, the supreme deity in IKT) 

All saints, divines and immortals 

Patriarch Maitreya Buddha  

Kuan-Yin Buddha  

Ji-Gong Buddha  

Yueh-Huo Bodhisattva 

The enlightened masters 

The enlightened lady masters  

Dao transmitters 

The guarantors   

The Grant Seniors 

Five bows 

Three bows 

Three bows 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

Stand up and make a bow with hands folded in front to do the greeting of arrival /departure   

Dao members perform this ritual when they arrive and leve the Buddha Hall 

 

Chart 4- 6 The Morning and Evening Incense-offering Ritual158 

Order Performed by Dao members 

Take one step forwards, kneel down and make a bow with hands folded in front (All of the members), 

to follow the deacon’s instruction and offer incenses in the quantity of five, three, three, three and 

one* (only the leading Dao transmitter)  

*Offer incenses in the quantity of five, three and one in family Buddha hall 

God (Ming Ming Shang Di, the supreme deity in IKT) 

All saints, divines and immortals 

Maitreya Buddha  

Kuanyin Buddha  

The living Buddha Ji (one of the three main deities in IKT) 159   

Yuehui Bodhisattva  

Ten bows 

Five bows 

Five bows 

Three bows 

Three bows 

Three bows 

                                                
157 張天然，《暫訂佛規禮節簿》，頁 1。 
158 張天然，《暫訂佛規禮節簿》，頁 2 – 4。 
159 Buddha Ji (1130 – 1209) was a Chan Buddhist monk who lived in the Southern Song. He possessed 
supernatural powers and he used to help the poor and stand up to injustice. The Maitreya, Buddha Ji 
and Kuan-Yin Buddha are three important Buddhas in IKT.   
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All rulers of Dao 

The stove god 

Marshals of the Buddha hall  

General of the Buddha hall 

Bodhisattvas 

All immortals 

The Grant Seniors 

Seniors 

The enlightened masters 

The enlightened lady masters  

Dao transmitters 

The guarantors   

The great Dao members 

Family Ancestors 

Three bows 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

Follow the deacon and read the repentance, to bow and express gratitude to the deities for have 

shown their mercy and acceptance to one’s repent 

God (Ming Ming Shang Di) 

Maitreya Buddha 

Repentance verse 

All the Buddhas  

Jing Gong Patriarch (the Seventeenth patriarch of IKT) 

Buddha Tianran (the 18th Patriarch of IKT) 

Zhong Hua Holy mother (the 18th Patriarch of IKT)  

Three bows 

Three bows 

Ten bows 

Ten bows 

Five bows 

Five bows 

Five bows 

Stand up and make a bow with hands folded in front that move backwards  

 

This ritual can be performed in public or family Buddha hall. It is usually 

performed between five to seven o’clock in the morning and evening, which is 

comparable to ancient Chinese ritual of greeting parents. When holding a dharma 

assembly, members can arrive earlier and participate in this ritual. 
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Chart 4- 7 The Ritual on the First and Fifteen Day160 

Order Performed by Dao members 

Bow with hands folded in front, kneel down and offer three 

incenses (3 times, one has to stand up and kneel down again in 

between) 

Three bows (each time) 

Stand up and make a bow with hands folded in front, kneel down 

and offer five incenses 

Five bows 

Stand up and make a bow with hands folded in front, kneel down 

and offer five incenses 

- 

God (Ming Ming Shang Di, the supreme deity in IKT) 

Stand up, make a bow with hands folded in  

front, kneel down and offer three incenses  

All saints, divines and immortals 

Stand up, make a bow with hands folded in  

front, kneel down and offer three incenses  

Maitreya Buddha  

Stand up, make a bow with hands folded in  

front, kneel down and offer three incenses 

Kuanyin Buddha  

Offer three incenses 

The living Buddha Ji  

Offer three incenses 

Yuehui Bodhisattva 

Offer three incenses 

All rulers of Dao 

Offer three incenses 

The stove god 

The enlightened masters 

The enlightened lady masters 

Offer three incenses 

Marshals of the Buddha hall  

General of the Buddha hall 

Bodhisattvas 

Ten bows 

 

 

Nine bows 

 

 

Nine bows 

 

 

Five bows 

 

Five bows 

 

Five bows 

 

Five bows 

 

Three bows 

Three bows 

Three bows 

 

Three bows 

Three bows 

Three bows 

                                                
160 發一祟德出版社，《暫訂佛規禮節簿》，頁 5 – 7。 
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All immortals 

The Grant Seniors 

Seniors 

Dao transmitters 

The guarantors   

The great Dao members 

Family Ancestors 

Bow with hands folded in front, kneel down and offer three 

incenses 

Jing Gong Patriarch (the Seventeenth patriarch of IKT) 

   Offer three incenses 

Buddha Tianran (the 18th Patriarch of IKT) 

Offer three incenses 

Zhong Hua Holy mother (the 18th Patriarch of IKT) 

Three bows 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

One bow 

 

 

Five bows 

 

Five bows 

 

Five bows 

Stand up and bow with hands folded in front that move backwards  

 

In every month’s the first and fifteenth day in the lunar calendar, Dao members 

can go to the Buddha hall and perform this ritual. 

 

The hierarchical structure, the importance of order, and paying respect to all 

saints, immortals and divinities is shown by the intricate steps when performing rituals. 

To IKT, these rituals are the continuity of greeting one’s parents in ancient China. Even 

a minor god – the stove god is included in their lengthy routines and being thanked 

before they have their meals. Additionally, Dao members will address themselves as 

“junior student” (houxue 後學) to other members, and they refer each member as 

“family member in Dao” (daoqin 道親). 
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Hitherto, Catholicism still has more adherents than Protestantism, and it’s vital 

to make a religion’s followers experience its holiness through its sets of rituals. In my 

informal interview with a lecturer-to-be in Taiwan, I asked whether Fa-Yi Chong De 

has thought about creating new rituals for newborn babies, laying foundation stone 

and marriage. She said, “some of the Dao members have brought up this issue, but this 

is not in their priority at present.”161 I had also asked a Dao member who works for 

the general affairs group in Macau if Fa-Yi Chong De considers propagating their Dao 

by opening a free clinic or establishing an educational institution at any level. She 

expressed that “Fa-Yi branch in Macau still has to recruit more members and 

accumulate resources.”162  

 

4.6 Fa-Yi Chong De’s Propagation in Taiwan and Macau 

Before IKT became legal, it had to recruit members secretly. Now IKT can recruit 

its members openly, and its contributions are supported and acknowledged by the 

government of Taiwan and Macau. There are various ways that Fa-Yi branch uses to 

recruit members and to propagate itself:  

 

Through Dao Members’ Invitation /Outsiders Ask for an Introduction 

Dao members will reach out and ask people around them to see if they are 

interested in joining in their activities, such as Chinese classics reading class, dharma 

assembly or go to their Buddha hall to have a look. Besides Dao members’ invitation, 

                                                
161 An interview which was conducted with an IKT volunteer on 6th September, 2019.  
162 Ibid.  
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outsiders can ask for an introduction and seek the Dao under the introducer and 

guarantor’s recommendation.  

To attract young members and their parents, IKT has held the Zhuang yuan 

examination and ceremony for expressing gratitude towards parents.  

(a) To Hold “Number one scholar test” or “Zhuang yuan” 狀元考 

(b) To Hold an Event for Expressing Gratitude towards Parents 

These two events are important to IKT. They have been holding these two events 

annually in Taiwan and Macau. In 2018, it was the 8th year for Fa-Yi Chong De to hold 

the event for expressing gratitude towards parents in Macau and the 12th, 15th and 

17th in Tainan, Taichung and Chung Hsing and Taipei. Some government officers attend 

these events and express their appreciation to the promotion of filial piety and 

Confucianism.  

 

Setting up Chinese Classics Reading Class for Young Children, 4Q Training 

Class, Theme-based Chinese Classics, Parent-children Experience camp, 

Summer Camp, and English Camp 

IKT has been setting up Chinese classics reading class for young children. Parents 

are also encouraged to participate in these classes as their child’s study buddy. In my 

informal interview with a Dao member in Macau, I asked how she got to know Fa-Yi 

Chong De and why she would join the dharma assembly. That lady receives only 

primary level education and is taking care of her grandson. She was invited by her 

friend who is a full member of Fa-Yi Chong De. When she came to know that Fa-Yi 
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Chong De has Chinese classics reading classes, she decides both her and her grandson 

should join and learn together.  

Since Fa-Yi Chong De has seven Dao practice and cultivation centres in Taiwan, 

the types of activities that they hold in Taiwan are more diversified. Below is a 

comparison table of Fa-Yi Chong De’s offering activites in Taiwan and Macau. 

 

Chart 4- 8 Fa-Yi Chong De’s Activities for Young Children and College Students in Taiwan and 

Macau 

Source: By the Author 

Activity Taiwan Macau 

Chinese classics reading class for young children ✓ ✓ 

4Q training class ✓ ✓ 

Family scripture reading education (Example themes: Dizigui 

弟子規, the investiture of the Gods) 

✓ ✓ 

Summer camp ✓ - 

English camp ✓ - 

Mess group for college students ✓ - 

  

To nurture and train the Dao successors, the founder of Fa-Yi Chong De knows 

they should spread the Dao to the youth where they gather. Therefore, Fa-Yi Chong 

De establishes a Chong De college in Taiwan. Moreover, Fa-Yi Chong De is the largest 

subbranch in the Fa-Yi branch, and it runs the most successful mess groups. In 1983, 

there were only two Buddha halls in Taipei with less than ten Dao members. To Aunt 

Chen, to get contact with and recruit more youth was essential to Fa-Yi Chong De’s 

development, she decided to propagate the spirit of Dao in Taipei. The first Fa-Yi 

Chong De mess was founded in 1973. Since many tertiary educational institutions 

located in Taipei, Fa-Yi Chong De puts its focus on developing mess in the Taipei area. 
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Based on Li Hui-Chuan’s collected data in 2003, the distribution of the mess in Taipei 

is as follow: 

Chart 4- 9 The Distribution of the Mess in Taipei163 

Area Universities in abbreviation 

Taipei Area NTU, NTUST, TMU, NCCU, NTNU, UTaipei, UT, NTUE, USC, NTUT, 

NTUB, CUFA, CKU, NDHU, DAHAN, NIU, TCU and NTOU these 

eighteen institutions of higher education  

*(The Hualien Normal University and the National Dong Hwa 

University have combined into one, now named as NDHU)  

Shulin Area FJU, CGU, LHU, OIT, Chihlee, MCUT, HDUT, NTUA, HWH, MCU, 

HWU and LIT these twelve institutions of higher education 

Jungli, Hsinchu 

and Miaoli 

Areas 

NCU, NCTU, NTHU, CYCU, CHU, YZU, TUST, NUU, VNU, Nanyu, 

MUST, NTHU, YPU, HCU, MLVS, Jente and CYU these seventeen 

institutions of higher education 

From Li’s collected data, we can see that Fa-Yi Chong De mess has cover close to 

fifty tertiary educational institutions in Taipei. 

 

 Students in a mess will take the turn to prepare lunch and dinner for other 

members. Some of them live in the same flat, and some of them only come twice a 

day to have meals together. In the morning, those who live in the same apartment will 

perform the morning incense-offering rituals, and the chef will make three bows to 

the altar in the evening. Typically, new mess member will be led by a senior to learn 

how to shop for food and prepare a meal. Before they start eating, they will express 

their gratitude to the stove god together. (See image 4 – 4) After a meal, the mess 

members may read a bit of the Chinese classic and do a quick sharing. The mess is 

similar to the sangha and Christian’s fellowship. However, students in a mess rely on 

                                                
163 李慧娟，〈一貫道發一伙食團〉，頁 28， 40。 
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themselves instead of being lead by a teacher.164 It’s a year(s)-long camp for college 

students, they gather together not only to learn the Dao by reading Chinese classics 

and attending lectures given by lecturers but also to cultivate themselves through 

arranging a regular daily schedule for themselves. Most of the messes have registered 

as an association in colleges and universities. To take the mess in NCCU that I had 

joined as an example, the advantage of being a registered association at the university 

is that the mess can rent classrooms and openly recruit members on campus. Dao 

members register the mess in NCCU in “Chong De Confucian study club” this name, 

and this club has been awarded the high distinction awards in 2006 and 2007. It rent 

classrooms in NCCU and held children Chinese classics recitation classes before. In 

every two to three weeks, the mess will invite different lectures to do theme-based 

activity with them. (See Image 4 – 5) On 19th December, the theme for that night was 

yoga. During my visit and my informal interview with a lecturer, he had been 

emphasizing the importance of learning, whether it is learning the Dao or learning 

how to be a person of good moral conduct. He said to me:  

“These students live and eat together, just like the sangha or Christian’s student 

fellowship. To cook for others is a way of cultivation, and it’s a giving (dāna)165. They 

organize the cooking and cleaning work by themselves and invite different lecturers to 

do theme-based activities with them.” 166 

                                                
164 When explaining mess, some IKT members (either they are laities or lecturers or Dao transmitter) 
would like to draw communion (Christianity) or sangha (Buddhism) as examples. It seems to me these 
are a wide-spread and accepted saying to IKT members. During my two IKT interviews, both the IKT lay 
member and a lecturer gave me these two examples when I asked about the mess. 
165 Dāna: Donating, charity, almsgiving of goods, or the doctrine, with resultant benefits now and also 
hereafter in the forms of reincarnation, as neglect or refusal will produce the opposite consequences. 
It is also one of the six perfections 六波羅蜜. 
166 An informal interview with an IKT lecturer on 19 December 2018.  
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Image 4- 4 The Prayer of Thanks Before a Meal 

Source: Taken by the Author 

 

Image 4- 5 Chong De Night Activities 

Source: NCCU Chong De Mess Facebook Page (1st semester in 2018/19) 
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Tools for Propagation 

IKT is a global religion, and Taiwan has the highest religious-related page views 

among the four-dragons in Asia. Fa-Yi Chong De also uses technology to spread its Dao. 

It’s websites, Facebook page, and Youtube channel are open to the public. It has a 

paper magazine and an e-papers as well. Through these social media, one can find out 

their latest activities, sacred songs and teachings: 

(a) Website  

(b) Facebook  

(c) Youtube channel (sacred songs)  

(d) Fa-Yi Chong De e-paper 

(e) Magazines  

 

On 6, 7th October 2018, I participated in a two-day dharma assembly (fahui 法會) 

of Fa-Yi Chong De at Banqiao Taipei. Before the end of the assembly morning section, 

I realized why IKT would succeed in expanding its Dao practice and cultivation centre 

in other countries. The two crucial features that make its propagation successful are 

the use of uncomplicated terminologies and concepts and the confirmation of 

immediate salvation. Instead of using western vocabularies such as the priest and altar 

server, IKT uses the following terms: usher 接待員 , waiter or waitress 服務員 , 

lecturer 講師 , and manager 經理 that we are familiar with to address its Dao 

members who take up voluntary work. IKT uses many daily expressions when 

explaining its doctrine. For example, everyone has to “register” before entering the 

Buddha hall; once a person has become a full member, he or she will automatically 
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have a “merit bank account” in the heaven; if one does good deeds and cultivate 

oneself, one will gain a ten thousand-fold profit with a small investment (yibenwanli

一本萬利). The initiation rite is required before learning any IKT’s doctrine and rituals. 

One can participate in IKT’s dharma assembly or classes only after he or she has sought 

the Dao. Once a person took the initiation rite, this person’s name is registered in the 

Heavenly Board and erased from the hell (tianbang guahao difu chouding 天榜掛號 

地府抽丁) from that moment onwards. IKT empathizes salvation before cultivation 

(xiande houxiu 先得後修), it also claims that a person’s ancestors will benefit from his 

or her choice of being a member of IKT. By the use of daily expressions in their Buddha 

assembly and the promising salvation in the near future, IKT helps new Dao members 

“land in” the new environment smoothly. In this ways, IKT makes itself tailor-made to 

Asians and people in the modern world.  

Although the two-day dharma assembly is very intensive and composed of many 

lectures, it is like combining the doctrinal lectures and year-end dinner into one. After 

a series of doctrinal education, the holy song group sings to convene all members and 

some of the songs that they sing are converted from popular songs such as ‘Little 

Apple’ to‘Silly Disciple’ (sha tu er 傻徒兒) and ‘Invisible Wings’ to ‘Master’s Will as 

Guidance’ (shi zhi wei zhinan 師志為指南). All lecturers and members clap hands and 

sing together, and the teaching of Dao is embedded in the lyrics. Furthermore, the 

catechumen is forbidden to eat meat in these two days. Fa-Yi Chong De provides three 

meals for everyone (dessert at afternoon tea time and a good-to-go dinner box). They 

have breakfast and lunch together, pray and express their gratitude to the stove god 

before eating. At the end of the two-day dharma assembly, instead of providing a 
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divination box for the Dao members, everyone lines up and goes to the altar one by 

one to draw their revelation card. Inside a red packet, there is a scratch card and each 

card has a different revelation by the Buddha Ji (See image 4 – 6). In this way, IKT’s 

teaching is conveyed, and Dao members receive a quasi-fortune-telling service.  

 

Image 4- 6 Buddha Ji’s Revelation 

Source: Taken by the Author 

Although Fa-Yi Chong De has been proactive in recruiting new members in 

Taiwan and Macau, it has a high churn rate. According to Chen Jinguo’s collected data, 

Dao members tend to drop out in the five-year training courses:  
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Chart 4- 10 Decline of Fa-Yi Chong De’s Dao Member in the Five-year Training Courses (Taiwan) 167 

Item Percentage 

(%) 

Item Percentage 

(%) 

Initiation rite 100 Peide class 培德班 3.74 

Dharma assembly 22.31 Hangde class 行德班 3.30 

Xinmin class 新民班 6.82 Chong-de class 崇德班 2.68  

Zhishan class 至善班 4.46 168 

  

Over time, a Buddha hall loses its Dao members who will insist on continuing 

the five-year training courses, which has a high contrast to the attendance of the 

initiation rite and Dharma assembly.  

In summary, to see itself as the solution of the final kalpa (a Sanskrit word which 

refers to a great length of time in Buddhist and Hindu cosmology. In IKT’s concept of 

time, the world is divided into three periods: Qing yang qi 青陽期, Hong yang qi 洪

陽期 and Bai yang qi 白陽期), IKT tries to promote the Dao and to redeem destined 

people. IKT’s concept of heavenly mandate and the great vow of saving those who 

have been chosen are its expansion motivation. 

In terms of IKT’s organizational structure, it has a clear hierarchical structure, 

most of its members work in different internal affairs group as volunteers. Members 

can be promoted to a high position through learning, which resembles the imperial 

examination system in dynastic China.  

In the aspect of doctrine, although IKT includes all five major religions’ doctrine, 

conservative Confucianism is its fundamental tone. Confucianism classics are cited 

                                                
167 陳進國，《救劫：當代濟度宗教的田野研究》，頁 305。 
168 Each level of the five-year training courses has 28 lessons but in Macau’s five-year training courses 
there’s only 18 lessons in each level. This is revealed by a clerk during my visit of a Buddha hall in Macau 
on 6 September 2018.  
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more frequently in its dharma assembly, and filial piety is the theme in most of its 

public activities.  

In terms of IKT’s rituals, IKT members believe in the same religious belief, and 

they address each other as family members in Dao, they physically work out the 

emphasis of filial piety and family order. They have lengthy rituals when entering, 

leaving the Buddha hall and when paying respect to all saints and immortals. Although 

some of the IKT members proposed to set up wedding and funeral rituals for Dao 

members, IKT doesn’t put this into its agenda. 

Regarding IKT’s propagation, its institutional reform set its propagation focus on 

attracting young members, and it holds Chinese classics classes and mess group for 

college students periodically. IKT’s ability to attract and hold the young prevent itself 

become an ageing religion. To propagate the Dao in other countries, IKT has been 

nurturing talents who can speak fluent English and the language of the mission field. 

This year, almost two hundred Dao members are participating in Fa-Yi Chong De’s two-

day English camp, of which thirteen of them are from Vietnam, ten from Macau, four 

from Australia and one from Philippines.169 

IKT shows its ability to achieve glocal-modernization through (a) training talents 

who can speak the language of the mission field; (b) empowering local members to 

work in its different internal affairs groups, (c) holding different kinds of activities 

under the theme of filial piety, and (d) making use of social media to propagate the 

Dao. Through these ways, IKT adapts to the sociocultural context in which it exists. 

                                                
169 財團法人光慧文教基金會，《發一崇德》154 期，頁 23。 
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However, its success remains to be examined, since Fa-Yi Chong De has a high churn 

rate and conservative Confucian is its fundamental tone.  
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Chapter 5. A Summary Comparison of FGS and IKT 

Although FGS and IKT are not new religions, they are “new” in the sense of their 

innovation and glocal-modernization. Both of them possess some characteristics of a 

successful “new” religion that Stark presents in his draft theory of religious 

innovation.170Stark lists out eight conditions that would make a religious movement 

succeed. He predicts that the more a movement fulfils each of these conditions, the 

greater its success and he suggests that if any movement fails to meet one or more of 

these conditions, it will not succeed. Among these eight conditions, FGS and IKT meet 

six of these conditions: cultural continuity, normal age and sex structure, a favourable 

ecology, network ties, secularization, and adequate socialization.  

As Stark points out, religious movements will spread faster in a familiar 

environment, people in Taiwan and Macau are Guangdong immigrants, and they have 

accumulated related religious capital when growing up. While both FGS and IKT are 

indigenized and compatible with some traditional Chinese-Confucian values such as 

filial piety, health, wealth, and other-worldly salvation, they enjoy a favourable 

ecology, and they may receive financial support from the Government. 

Besides cultural continuity, a religion has to have the ability to appeal to both 

sexes and the ability to hold the young in order to sustain its development. FGS and 

IKT have been organizing activities that target different age groups and social classes, 

and they try to make their propagation activities fun and meaningful.  

Being a global religion, it has to consist of a dense but open social network. To 

make peace with this world and to reduce the level of tension between itself and the 

                                                
170 Rodney Stark, “How New Religions Succeed: A Theoretical Model”, pp. 11 – 29.  
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social environment through adopting adequate socialization. As Master Hsing Yun 

coined FGS’ central idea as “engaged Buddhism”, FGS remains its other-worldly 

aspects (the sangha, spiritual retreat, dharma teaching) meanwhile keeps itself away 

from fully immersing in the secular world and opening up to the society. For Master 

Hsing Yun has said to his lay followers “temples are different, but the basic teaching is 

the same”,171 and the monasteries have the responsibility to take part in secular 

activities like holding dharma assembly, delivering dharma lecturers and propagation 

Buddhism.  

For IKT, it is conscious of the importance of absorbing young members and 

balancing the denseness and openness, other-worldliness and worldliness. Its 

activities delicately include these aspects. Like, students in a mess have a dense 

internal attachment with IKT’s members, they live, eat and cultivate the Dao together 

just like the sangha. Meanwhile, these students still have social relationships with non-

IKT members, which allow them a balance between internal and external attachments. 

After discussing how FGS and IKT succeed as a “new” religion, I will provide a 

comparison of FGS and IKT in the following sessions. The comparison focuses on their 

development, organizational changes, doctrines, rituals and propagation tactics.   

 

6.1 FGS and IKT’s Development in Taiwan and Macau 

The revolution of 1911 (xinhai geming 辛亥革命) was a decisive turning-point in 

the cultural development of China. Educated elites sought ways to modernize China 

                                                
171  Stuart Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth The Foguang Buddhist Perspective on 
Modernization and Globalization, p. 139. 
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through establishing a “new” social structure and “new” cultural values (“New” here 

means changes that help China to face the challenge of the Western civilization and 

at the same time not losing the “best” of Chinese elements). 172 Under this 

circumstance, Chinese intellectuals who were influenced by Western-Christianity 

culture came to reevaluate Chinese religions and labelled some religions and their 

practice as superstitious from the Western’s point of view.  

To accommodate themselves to the changing society, Buddhists and lay 

Buddhists started to reform Buddhism. The reformation of Buddhism began during 

the Republican period and gave it anthropocentric characteristics, Buddhists and lay 

Buddhists actively participated in philanthropies and education. 173 To those 

religionists who fled to Taiwan, they encountered an unprecedented opportunity to 

put their religious ambitions into practice. In the REST, Buddhist teaching and 

practices have considerable influence on contemporary Taiwanese society. Regardless 

of the respondent’s religious background, a majority of them believe in the concept 

of retribution (I-Kuan Tao 97.6%, Catholicism 95.6%, Protestantism 72.6, Others 88.9, 

None 71.5%), and the ancestor is the most frequently worshipped objects in Taiwan 

(28.8%). The REST also proves Iannaccone’s rational choice theory that people’s choice 

of religion depends on their accumulate religious capital. As data shows that people 

who identify with religion tend to claim to have the same religious affiliation since 

childhood (76%) and those who claim to have no religious affiliation tend to convert 

                                                
172 Seiwert Hubert, “Religious Response to Modernization in Taiwan: The Case of I-Kuan Tao”, p. 43.  
173 See Paul Katz’s work: 康豹，《中國宗教及其現代命運》，頁 101 – 137。 
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to their respective traditional religions if an event (traumatic such as death) leads 

them to conversion.174  

Buddhism is not an invariable belief system. It is a belief system that always 

absorbs and modifies itself during its interaction with local communities’ preexisting 

sociocultural and historical conditions. In the Republican era and from the 1920s to 

1940s, the reformation of Buddhism had taken place in Mainland China and led to the 

formulation of “Buddhism for Human Life” by Taixu had set the tone of Buddhism 

reformation. Buddhism in Taiwan grasped the opportunity to reform Buddhism and 

shifted its focus from other-worldly to this-worldly.  

Both FGS and IKT take direct responsibility for some broader social functions, 

through founding universities, building hospitals, helping the poor, transmitting 

traditional Chinese culture, providing emergency relief around the world and 

concerning environmental protection, they spread their influence and act out their 

beliefs. As Hsing Yun defines FGS as engaged Buddhism, FGS’ this-worldly reformation 

is not only influenced by modernism (or westernization / Christianization) but also by 

Chinese tradition, particularly Confucianism.175The dominant tone in those Buddhist 

dharma assemblies and what lay followers concern the most is the fortune of the 

family, to do good deeds and to gain merits. Master Hsing Yun also expresses that 

Buddhism should appeal to be lively, joyful and affluent.  

                                                
174 Although about 15% of the respondents claimed to have no particular religious affiliation, there’s 
only 2% of the respondents do not follow any religious practice of worshipping or praying at all.  
Yen-zen Tsai, Religious Experience in Contemporary Taiwan and China, pp. 19, 21, 71.  
175 Yu-Shuang Yao and Richard Gombrich, “Christianity as Model and Analogue in the Formation of the 
‘Humanistic’ Buddhism of Taixu and Hsing Yun”, pp. 224, 231. 
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On the other hand, IKT is a syncretic religion that starts to spread throughout 

Taiwan and to other countries after 1987. While it claims five teachings will reunite in 

Dao, its most prominent characteristics are its conservative Confucian values. IKT 

embeds these values in its propagation and dharma assembly. In IKT’s dharma 

assemblies, lecturers or Dao transmit masters often highlight that many of the 

successful businessmen are IKT members, and sometimes these lecturers or Dao 

transmit masters are scholars. IKT can develop into such an active religious group that 

have millions of members because it balances its secular and heavenly aspects well. 

On the worldly aspect, it affirms wealth, money-making, traditional family values and 

bringing honour to one’s ancestors. The affirmation of these Chinese and Confucian 

values is not only embedded in their presswork but also expressed explicitly in their 

sacred songs yibenwanli 一 本 萬 利  and doctrine (Salvation before cultivation, 

xiandehousiou 先得後修). On the heavenly side, it emphasizes people only need to 

cultivate themselves in this life, and their ultimate goal should be returning to the 

heaven (in their term: li tian 理天, not the same as the Christian’s notion of heaven). 

What is more important is that the conservative Confucian elements it promotes help 

to restore and build up cultural identity.     

 

6.2 FGS and IKT’s Organizational Structure 

In Buddhism, only those who receive ordination and renounce from the secular 

world are considered Buddhists (sangha). As an institutional religion, the innovations 

of FGS sangha reflects in several aspects: modernized management; laities can deliver 

sermons in BLIA member temples and mobilize laities to work voluntarily for FGS. To 
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modernize the sangha and adapt to the ever-changing society, monks and nuns 

receive a certain amount of money monthly depending on their rank and post. Monks 

and nuns follow Hsing Yun’s guidance of receiving a donation, and Hsing Yun also tries 

to democratize the abbot election. For lay follower, FGS regularly welcomes them to 

work voluntarily for FGS after they have passed the Dharma teacher examination. 

Laities can deliver sermons in BLIA member temples which in the past was a privilege 

exclusively for the monastics. Through this innovation, the sangha and the lay 

followers are also included in FGS’s institutional system. Laities have a chance to 

participate in FGS’ religious activities which allow them to link themselves to a larger 

movement and experience sanctity. 

 To compare with FGS, IKT has an even stricter hierarchical system and is more 

institutionalized. IKT is composed of voluntary members who get together for regular 

meetings during which orderly workplaces, neat dress, and clean speech are 

highlighted. Among the other IKT branches, Fa-Yi Chong De stresses on nurturing and 

recruiting new members that have a higher level of educational background. Within 

its strict hierarchical order, members have the freedom to choose whether they want 

to join its five-year training courses or not and work as a volunteer. Dao members 

have an equal opportunity to participate in IKT’s activities, and it has a transparent 

promotion scheme. 

    Both FGS and IKT try to mobilize its members to participate in its propagation 

work and achieve glocal-modernization through these changes. 
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6.3 FGS and IKT’s Doctrine and Rituals 

Both FGS and IKT see themselves as the hope of the future and as a redemptive 

religion. While FGS aims at transforming the world, people have to continually do 

good deeds and cultivate themselves to reach the ultimate goal: extrication from 

samsara, which may not be achieved in this life. IKT directly targets on immediate 

individual salvation. One of Iannaccone’s assumptions on religious risk is that most 

religious commodities are risky, promising large but uncertain benefits.176IKT tactfully 

affirms the immediate salvation, the accumulation of merits and a reachable future – 

people only need to cultivate themselves in this life, and they will return to heaven. 

Even though FGS and IKT ratify the value of wealth and health, IKT’s doctrine, concerns 

of this life and the ultimate salvation tend to be more pragmatic and promising.  

 As society changes from an agricultural one to commercial society, the link 

between people and some religious rituals cannot persist. FGS’ invention of etiquette 

and rules help Buddhism to blend in people’s lives and continue this connection, the 

FGS order and Master Hsing Yun create a distinction against other organizations and 

teachers. Likewise, IKT’s conservative Confucian elements and complicated rituals 

help to shape cultural identity. 

 

6.4 FGS and IKT’s Propagation Strategies  

FGS and IKT have a massive global following, with each accounting for millions of 

people. The influences of Buddhist doctrine and concepts are not monodirectional, 

religions and socio-culture mutually influence each other. FGS and IKT, while one has 

                                                
176 Laurence R. Iannaccone, “Rational Choice: Framework for the Science Study of Religion”, p. 33.  
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its traditions, beliefs, texts, and practices, and another one has to adopt scriptures 

from other five major religions, they are both influenced by traditional Chinese culture. 

FGS aims to “purify human’s mind”, and IKT’s ultimate goal is to return to heaven, they 

provide social goods (hospital, voluntary work, environmental protection, etc.) and 

religious products (sutra reading, spiritual retreat) that are suitable to the modern 

society.   

 “May the Buddha’s Light shine upon the ten directions. May the Dharma stream 

continuously flow towards the five great continents” and “To save the world, to 

transform human’s mind and to make the whole world become one” is respectively 

the motto of FGS and IKT. Although they both foster talents in English and try to 

transform the secular world, FGS is readier and more proactive. While FGS’ website 

has traditional Chinese, simplified Chinese and English version, Fa-Yi Chong De’s 

website has a traditional Chinese version only. Furthermore, with the belief that 

religions should work together instead of rejecting each other, Master Hsing Yun holds 

inter-religious’ dialogue. Hsing Yun does not only affirm other temples’ teaching but 

also declares that religions should be able to communicate with each other without 

changing and losing its intrinsic culture and tradition. With sufficient resources, FGS 

has become a global influential Buddhist group that achieved localization during its 

spread in other continents.  

To contrast with FGS’ spirit of promoting inter-religious communication, IKT 

unilaterally includes other major religions which result in dismissal by other religions. 

The Confucian values that it emphasizes might be an obstacle when propagating in 

other non-Chinese society. Its conservative Confucian element is its Achilles heel. The 
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traditional Confucian element and its syncretic theology make a core part of it that 

cannot be modernized and changed. Thus, we still need to observe how successful IKT 

will be in the future. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 

Although Christianity experienced its heyday in Taiwan and Macau. The 

unprosperous situation of Christianity in Taiwan and Macau ascribe to internal and 

external factors.177 

On the internal side, whether the clergies are locals and the church has adapted 

to the local environment is essential. In the 19th century, foreign missionaries 

governed churches in Taiwan, and they mainly gave sermons in Mandarin instead of 

Taiwanese. Until the 1980s, the Presbyterian Church developed contextual theology, 

and Taiwanese could govern the church. In Macau’s context, since the Macau-

Portuguese government had been trying to maintain a mild relationship with the 

Chinese Communist Party, the Catholic Church did and does not engage in 

propagation work as active as other Protestants. Neither the Catholic Church nor the 

Protestantism has developed contextual theology to accommodate to Macau’s 

situation.  

On the external side, both Taiwan and Macau residents are immigrants from 

Fujian and Guangdong. In the REST, it shows a high percentage of Christians in Taiwan 

believe in “the good will be rewarded and the bad will be punished” (78.8%) this 

concept, and “to honour one’s ancestors” is the most advocated value to the majority 

of Taiwanese.178One can predict Macau residents share more or less the same values. 

Under Chinese’ long history of blending different religious traditions and teachings, it 

offers Chinese various cultural tools to deal with complex situations in life. Therefore, 

                                                
177 Within the length of this thesis, I could not explain in great detail why Christianity fails to flourish in 
Taiwan and Macau. I intend to do an in-depth study about why Christianity does not develop well in 
these two places in the future. 
178 Yen-zen Tsai, Religious Experience in Contemporary Taiwan and China, pp. 33, 117. 
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it is understandable why Chinese tend to convert to traditional Chinese religions after 

they have accessed to better economic gain.  

 With an assumption that Chinese religions make changes to make themselves 

compatible with modern society and people’s need, their glocal-modernization should 

present their capability to make profound inner-structural rearrangement. The more 

conditions these religions fulfil Stark’s draft theory of religious innovation, the greater 

their success. These religions, FGS and IKT, innovate themselves not merely by taking 

Christianity as a normative to reform themselves but they also competing with other 

Chinese religions for they encounter an unprecedented chance that they never had.  

 One can track FGS and IKT’s glocal-modernization back to the late Qing dynasty. 

Even though Taixu and Hsing Yun have directly expressed their appreciation towards 

Christianity and the reformation of the clerical training and organizational structure 

seem to take Christianity as a reference, and IKT’s members always mention the 

communion of Christianity when explaining a mess. It is more likely people take 

Christianity as a normative model to assess other religions and omit Chinese religions 

endeavour to grasp the opportunity to reform, innovate and adapt themselves to the 

modern world. Both FGS and IKT believe that they can save the world. As the FGS’ 

official motto states that “May the Buddha’s Light shine upon the ten directions. May 

the Dharma stream continuously flow towards the five great continents”, and IKT 

claims to save 9.2 billion chosen people in the final calamity. Through making full use 

of the Internet to spread their belief and organizing different activities to get contact 

with the public, both FGS and IKT successfully adapt themselves to the modern time 

without giving up their indigenous roots.   
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To conclude, judging from FGS and IKT’s organizational structure, their 

innovation on doctrine and rituals, and their propagation strategies. I consider that 

both FGS and IKT adopt glocal-modernization rather than Christianization. Down 

below, I provide a summary table of the glocal-modernization changes they make.  

 

Chart 6- 1 Summary Table of Comparison of FGS and IKT 

Organizational structure FGS IKT 
A clear organizational structure ✓ ✓ 
Promotion guidelines ✓ ✓ 

Democratic election of council members ✓ - 
Empowering lay members ✓ ✓ 

To allow nonmembers to participate in its activities ✓ - 

Doctrine 

To affirm immediate salvation - ✓ 

To deliver sermons in uncomplicated terms ✓ ✓ 

To encourage its members to participate in other 

temples or branch’s activities 

✓ - 

To promote inter-religious communication  ✓ - 

Rituals  

To provide rituals for people’s different stages of life ✓ - 

To organize dharma assembly periodically  ✓ ✓ 

To create its own music for preaching ✓ ✓ 

Propagation strategies 

To make use of modern tools (Youtube, Facebook, 

website, e-paper, mobile apps) to spread their belief 

✓ ✓ 

To provide social goods (hospitals, environmental 

protection and voluntary work etc.)  

✓ ✓ 

To provide religious products (sutra reading class, 

spiritual retreat)  

✓ ✓ 

To organize activities that are suitable for different age 

groups  

✓ ✓ 
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To nurture talents who can speak the missionary field’s 

language  

✓ ✓ 

To set up educational foundations and educational 

institutions 

✓ ✓ 
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Appendix 1.         FGS Macau branch’s year calendar 

月份 日期 星期 活動名稱 

1 月 

1 一 光明燈法會(十一月十五) 

6 六 念佛共修法會 

17 三 光明燈法會(十一月初一) 

21 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

24 三 法寶節法會 

27 六 
慶祝澳門佛光協會 22 週年 

暨丁酉年圍爐合家歡齋宴 

2,9,16 逢隔週二 圓滿/督導讀書會 

3,10,17 逢週三 金剛讀書會 

 隔週 澳門佛光合唱團 

4,11,18 逢週四 三好讀書會 

5,12,19 逢週五 善緣讀書會 

13,20 逢週六 聖歌班 

2 月 

6 六 念佛共修法會 

15 四 除夕辭歲延生普佛法會 

16 五 
新春早課(正月初一光明燈圓燈) 

新春萬緣平安燈祈福法會 

3, 10 逢週六 聖歌班 

 隔週 澳門佛光合唱團 

3 月 

2 五 光明燈法會(正月十五) 

3 及 4 六、日 
第六屆傳統遊戲暨素食文化祭

慶元宵 

10 六 新春探訪盈康護老院 

11 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

11 日 新春聯誼會 

17 六 光明燈法會(二月初一) 

24 六 念佛共修法會 
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25 日 觀音法會 

25 日 醫學講座 - 腰椎間盤突出保健 

31 六 光明燈法會(二月十五) 

21,28 三 佛光禮儀班 

20,27 逢週二 善緣讀書會(佛光緣) 

6,20,27 逢隔週二 圓滿/督導讀書會 

14,21,28 逢週三 金剛讀書會 

15,22,29 逢週四 三好讀書會 

15,22,29 逢週四 經典概述 

2,9,16,23,30 逢週五 佛光澳門書院 

4 月 

1 日 清明法會 

7 六 念佛共修法會 

15 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

16 一 光明燈法會(三月初一) 

28 六 探訪澳門婦聯樂頤長者日間中心 

30 一 光明燈法會(三月十五) 

9, 23 逢隔週一 督導讀書會(佛光緣) 

3, 17 逢週二 善緣讀書會(佛光緣) 

3,10,17,24 逢週二 金剛讀書會 

12,19,26 逢週四 三好讀書會 

12,19,26 逢週四 經典概述 

15,22,29 逢週日 插花班 

5 月 

5 六 念佛共修法會 

13 日 迎佛誕(三盞燈) 

15 二 光明燈法會(四月初一) 

20 日 佛誕浴佛法會 

27 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

29 二 光明燈法會(四月十五) 

14,28 逢隔週一 督導讀書會 

8,15,22,29 逢週二 善緣讀書會(佛光緣) 
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8,15,22,29 逢週二 金剛讀書會 

8,22 逢隔週二 圓滿讀書會 

3,10,17,24,31 逢週四 三好讀書會 

4,11,18,25 逢週五 善緣讀書會 

4,11,18,25 逢週五 佛光澳門書院 

1,8 逢週日 插花班 

6 月 

1~4 五至一 心的旅程 (佛光山) 

2 六 念佛共修法會 

9 六 探訪瑪大肋納安老院 

10 日 迎端陽--綠楊花園休憩區 

13 三 家庭普照 

14 四 光明燈法會(五月初一) 

17 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

17 日 上半年會員慶生會 

23 日 家庭普照 

28 四 光明燈法會(五月十五) 

11,25 逢隔週一 督導讀書會(佛光緣) 

5,12,19,26 逢週二 善緣讀書會(佛光緣) 

5,12,19,26 逢週二 佛學初級班(佛光緣) 

5,12,19,26 逢週二 金剛讀書會 

7,14,21,28 逢週四 三好讀書會 

7,14,21,28 逢週四 經典概述 

1,8,15,22,29 逢週五 佛光澳門書院 

17,24 逢週日 素食烹飪班 

7 月 

1 日 幹部講習會/義工培訓課程 

6 五 探訪鏡湖醫院康寧中心 

7 六 念佛共修法會 

13 五 光明燈法會(六月初一) 

15 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

22 日 一日禪 
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27 五 光明燈法會(六月十五) 

29 日 觀音成道日法會 

2,9,16,23 逢週一 押花班(佛光緣) 

30 逢週一 香梘花班(佛光緣) 

3,10,17,24,3

1 
逢週二 善緣讀書會(佛光緣) 

3,10,17,24,31 逢週二 金剛讀書會 

5,12,19 逢週四 三好讀書會 

5,12,19,26 逢週四 經典概述 

8 月 

4 六 念佛共修法會 

11 六 光明燈法會(七月初一) 

12 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

17 五 孝道月法會(地藏經上卷) 

18 六 孝道月法會(地藏經中卷) 

19 日 孝道月法會上佛供 

19 日 孝道月法會(地藏經下卷) 

25 六 盂蘭盆法會(七月十五) 

4,5,11,12 

18,19,25,26 
逢週六及日 三好兒童班 

  環保綠化種植花藝班 

9 月 

1 六 探訪扶康會 

1 六 念佛共修法會 

10 六 光明燈法會(八月初一) 

16 日 慶中秋 - 祐漢公園 

23 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

24 一 光明燈法會(八月十五) 

2,9,16,23 逢週日 手工班 

  淨灘 

10

月 

6 六 念佛共修法會 

9 二 光明燈法會(九月初一) 
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14 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

21 日 觀音出家日法會 

23 二 光明燈法會(九月十五) 

2,9,16,23 

30 
逢週二 善緣讀書會(佛光緣) 

2,9,16,23,30 逢隔週二 圓滿/督導讀書會 

3,10,17,24,3

1 
逢週三 金剛讀書會 

4,11,18,25 逢週四 三好讀書會 

4,11,18,25 逢週四 經典概述 

5,12,19,26 逢週五 佛光澳門書院 

  國際佛光會世界總會會員大會 

  秋高氣爽登山行及環跑比賽 

11

月 

2 五 藥師法會(第一天) 

3 六 藥師法會(第二天) 

4 日 
藥師法會上佛供 

藥師法會(第三天) 

8 四 光明燈法會(十月初一) 

10 六 念佛共修法會 

18 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

22 四 光明燈法會(十月十五) 

6,13,20,27 逢週二 善緣讀書會(佛光緣) 

6,13,20,27 逢隔週二 圓滿/督導讀書會 

7,14,21,28 逢週三 金剛讀書會 

8,15,22,29 逢週四 三好讀書會 

8,15,22,29 逢週四 經典概述 

9,16,23,30 逢週五 佛光澳門書院 

  佛光山萬緣水陸法會 

  秋季一天遊 

1 六 念佛共修法會 
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12

月 

2 日 八十八佛洪名寶懺法會 

2 日 會員大會暨下半年會員慶生會 

7 五 光明燈法會(十一月初一) 

14 五 彌陀法會(第一天) 

15 六 彌陀法會(第二天) 

16 日 
彌陀法會上佛供 

彌陀法會(第三天) 

21 五 光明燈法會(十一月十五) 

4,11,18,25 逢週二 善緣讀書會(佛光緣) 

4,11,18,25 逢隔週二 圓滿/督導讀書會 

5,12,19,26 逢週三 金剛讀書會 

6,20,27 逢週四 三好讀書會 

6,20,27 逢週四 經典概述 

7,21,28 逢週五 佛光澳門書院 
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